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while corruption, silent, invisible, spreads in
the body politic till the whole system perishes by a disease which is understood too
late,
only in the hour of dissolution.
Hod grant that Maine, honest, noble State,
of which we are all so justly proud, may never
take on from any source the practices of
Pennsylvania politics—that she may throttle'
at the outset, and in their apparently insignificant beginnings, those who would introduce such morals into her political life.
I send you a specimen of paper for writing
or printing, made of the husks of Indian coni.
This is a European invention. The statements
in regard to it are that the English ambassador at Vienna wrote to the Earl of Clarendon
In 1857, to the effect that at a late exhibition
of agricultural and industrial
products in that
city there were some specimens of very excellent writing paper manufactured from cornhusks. This letter was read to the Council of
the Royal Agricultural Society in
England. A
French journal, V /intention,
says onibis sub-
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The manufacture of paper from maize
husks is an industrial fact, confirmed
by success.
Tile discovery Is not absolutely new.
In Italy, in the 18th century, the manufacture
was in operation with success, but the secret
perished at the death of the inventor. The secret has been re-discovered by M. Mority Dianiant, an Austrian subject. The difficulty
which existed—tlie removal of the resinous
matter in the husks, which prevented their
transformation into pulp—is obviated. The paper made by him has the desired strength,
polish and whiteness.”
The principal advantages claimed, for this
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The curious and startling demonstration at
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Pennsylvania. Paper from corn husks, <tc.
Wabhixotox, D. C., Jan. 10,1803.
A demonstration most significant was lately
made la the Capitol at Harrisburg. The oc-
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UNION FOREVER I

posted conspicuously

of the chamber iu which the voting was
to take place, lists, which were printed in large
letters, of the members of the Legislature, in
the order in which the voting-roll would be
called. This area was filled
by these determined persons, who had arrived by the cars as
above stated. When, as the names of the voters were called, that of a Democratic member was reached, a buzz went
through the
hall, loud and earnest enough to convince the
member that many eyes were upon him and
that, if he failed to vote with his party, in a
twinkling many hands would be at his throat.
But this was not all.
By the side of every
doubtful Democrat—every man whom it was
thought pecuniary influences <4tuld control—
sat a determined man, selected for the purpose, with his hand on knife or pistol, rearly
on the instant should the first syllable
of
the name uttered by the member indicate the
name f Cameron, to strike, him
jwrhnps a
fatal
M(W before the name could be pronounced l
~B
So
voting went on. The one expected
DemoLratic"Vote for Mr. Cameron, under circunistuuces of peril so instant, was not to l>e
had. Mr. Buckalew received every vote of his
party, and so was elected by a majority of one.
Do tbe annals of the Fiend. Revolution
present anything more dramatically terrible
than this scene in the Pennsylvania Legislature! It furnishes lood for new reflection—
even in these terrible
days of the Republic. 1
do not seek to decide the awful alternative
presented In this issue. It Is this. Ry which
shall we prefer to be ruled,
by the dollar or
the pistol ? One thing may be said
touching
tbe latter. Ruffianism, by the violence it enleads
to
measures
that effect its cure,
genders,
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Again!”

undersigned would inform his old frimds
and the public, that after an absence of twentvflve years, he has returned to his native place and
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in
the

THE

Washington

Street

Bakery,

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
round in similar establishments; aud be
hopes, by
close application to business, aud an endeavor to
please, to merit a share of patronage.
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LIFE INSURANCE.

THE

New England Life Insurance

stock

COMPANY.

Invalid

163 Middle Street,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

CAPITAL, *2,37 2.044 14, INVESTED.

THIS
policy

$335,000.
Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with iuterest.
Amount taken iu one
risk, Is

(A substitute for Cotton.)

j I’miAClIB CARTAS, WITH

For tale

LE MESURIER &
iy Simple#

Carpet-Bags,
DURAN’S

MAN U FACTOR T,
No. 186 MIDDLE STREET.

FRYE,

WILLARD

AC.,

Policies
or on

j

Ac.

JOHN W.

UNION STREET,
shop is rebuilt.) ready to auswer any orders

37

TOETLAND, HE.

doclft

Coals arc strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction

THESE

eodly

Hard and Soil Wood.

Company

OF BOSTON. HASS.,

Capita) Slock. *106,100 00

fit. These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
•hows its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also.
of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit; also, all kinds of ships’ Chain Cables, at lowest rates.
Mr. C. feels confident lie can
the above articles on as favorable terms as can he obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE 1. ( RANDALL.
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Book, Card & Fancy Printing
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Boston,

Agents,

Liabilities.
t

6.125 00
6.000 00
6.000 00
6.000 00
2.000 00
8,000 00
3.200 00
13.466 00
6,226 00

15,000 00
642 68

9162,924 13

Losses reported upon which the liability
of the Co. is not determined
910,000 00
Amount of all other claims against the
Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
1,786 92
J W. DANIELS. President.
EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

JOHN W.
OMce
jau2

MUNGER, Agent,

If*. 186 Fore Street,
(load of Long Wharf.

SAWYER * WHITNEY.
TODD’S LIX SOLIS

17.806 36

16.180 00
1,100 00
1.660 00
6.260 00
1.600 00

6 United Stales Bond*. 6 percent.due 1881,
Deposited with U. S. As istant Treasurer
Balance in bauds of

juisitr

942,981 10

.State.
link of Commerce. Boston,"
North America,"
"
M
Howard Bank.
"
Safetv Fuud Bauk,

supply

’62 dlaw

"

Bay

Lawrence,

Stony Brook
Manufacturing Stocks,

Spikes

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine H~hf.

2,800,350 67

Investment»—at market value:
Loans, amply secured by mortgages of
real estate,
Loans,amply secured by pledge of stocks,
132 shares Appletou Bank, Lowell,Mass.,
*'
10
Prescott
M
16
Lowell

Float A Fare haring leased nr MU! and
purchased my atock and trade, I cheerfolly reootu-

mend them to my customers.
Portland. Nor. 1,1MI.
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HAIR
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DYE!

market has been flooded for rears with difler
ent articles called Hair
which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The *b
rLCi n.TRA has been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satis*
faction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for
using
—which are very simple—accompanr each bottle.
One superiority ofTodd’s Lux Solis Hair Dve over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the
and there is but
one kind to be used, and that ean Vk»
put on the same
as oil and water, without auy trouble, unlika all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it ou. I nlike
all other dyes, it will eolor long hair, which other
dyes canuQt do. Give this new article a trial, as wo
know you will use no other after once using this.

TIIE

dye,

No. 74

ROOMS,
Middle, corner of E xckaage Street.
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Corn, Flour and Grain,
Commercial Street,

LOTHROP,

(Formerly

M2.7
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FURNITURE,
Lounges, Bedstead*,

f—WAIT

SPRIXU-BUDS. M.4TTHBSHBS, PMW-CVSB10XS. tc„ fe.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.
IF Hair Matt row, renovated

Furniture

re-

paired and varniahed. Chair, re-caned la an Improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought
•old or exchanged.
Julfiuddia
I. D. M EKKILL A t'Ou

ELTJMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street,

Portland,

Mo.

Water Closets, Urinals, Foret and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
kM All kinds of fixture* for hot and cold water

sot up iu the beat mauuer.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL. JOBS BOXD. B D. MERRILL.
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TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, h'd Preble 8t.
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Cesl, Wood
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of

FLUID,- KEROSENE OIL, Be.,
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JalSSdAwly

Fnrnishing Goods,

which we will soli at prices to suit the times.
Portland. Nov. 19.196*

Street, Thomea Block,
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A. D. REEVES,

CLOTHS. 0VSRC0ATIHG8,
ALRO,

i

I

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Opposite the Custom House,
on hand, und ire dally
a out desirabi-k aTTLaa

Roods* State,

JOHN W. PERKINS * CO„

At 03 Middle Street,

and

and

873 Commercial Street,
Oppoelta Smith'. Wharf. Pobtlabd, Mb.

Paints,

cjardi.\erabrow^7
Have

gtf

HENBY L. PAINE A CO.,

Exchange Street,

JOHN ROBINSON.

but

IMS

eiotnui

building,

THB-

Best

House.

und fitted it up anew, I urn now ready to wait upon
my formor customer, and the public generally, at ail
houra, with all the luxuriea of the day.

Dyes,

IT For sale only at
TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING

C. BRADLEY.

W.

ALBERT WEBB S CO.

The public are requested to call, as we are determiued to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

November let, ISOS.
Amount at risk

quality, and

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Beotia and other

-or

T^tHoward Fire Insurance

COAL

FOR SMITHS' USE.

Wharf,

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

fllHE uudersigned has been appointed Agent for
1. the sale or Marine Railway and other ('bains,
in the United States and British North America,manufactured by Henry Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and war-

JanlO

CUMBERLAND

MUNOER, Agent,

No. 1AA Fore Street, hendof Long

MARINE

ranted

Pare and Free Harming.

Hezekiah Packard, E*q.

subscriber would inform his friends and tho

THE
public, that he may be found at
;

vy ^ jj
c£>
w uujj,
CHEAP FOR CASH,

on time
is to call attention to the fhet that a
DELIVERED T Ik ANY PART OF THE CITY.
policy of Lite Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of inakiug a provision for oue's family."—BenFranklin.
sprixo a nrxtaix lehiou,
jamin
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
IIAXEL TUX LEHIGH,
to effect Life insurance, al his office, or at their own
COLERAIXE LEHIGH,
place of business, and assist them in making applications.
LOCUST IIOUXTAIX.
Reference* in Portland inav be made to the followJOIIX’S,
ing parties: Messrs. II. J. Libby k Co.. Steele k \
THE GEXUIXE LOB BERT,
Hayes. Ezra Carter. Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
(»eo. W. Woodman,Esq.. Messrs. John Lvuch k Co..

MACHINERY,

v

BOOTS, SHOES A RUBB1BS.

AM ARIAH FROST.
ADDl»oN FRYE.

UPHOLSTERER

Hon. Joeeph B. Hall,
Sec’v of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

"My object

Front Street. Both

Fittings,

v

are

their debtor*

CHAMPION,.

St. Peter Street,Qt’EBEC.
hind, ind orders token hv
J. T. FATTEN k CO..

Steam and Cias

Stevens. Secretary.
issued on the life, or for a term of
years,
certain contingencies. Creditor* may insure

Buj. F.

by

PHILLIPS, President.

tides
ALAR-

Floar, Coni, Meal, Oats, Rye, Peed,
Ground Roelt Salt, Ac.

RKrBRENCM

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
sep>*d&wlttf

after.

on

Oct. 11—6m

__

(Office No. 9 State House.)

$ 15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premium* may be paid iu ten yttir*—no forfeiture

ALSO OW HARD

ROPE CORDAGE,

SETH E. RE EDI
August a. Me.

payment*;

RIBSTRIPI,

Of various descriptions.
ALL FROM A O Non. I TO 6.

BOLT

Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldiers who have died while in the service of the UuL
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back
Pay eo
lected for Seaman and their heirs.
Fees, for each Tension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims a>raiust the Government will reeo
prompt attention.
Tost Office address

Company divide* its net earning* to the life
holder*, (not in *crip as some companies
do.)in ca*h, every live year*.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Compauy
in 1868 to Life Member* was

BLItCBRI FLAX IKK, WITH Bill STRIFES,

I

Pensions

dfim

SAIL CLOTH.

or

disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the Uuited States, iu the line of duty.

Boston.
CASH

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded

POBTMAHTEAUS,

prising erei7 dc
Ju. 10. IMS.

Portland, Nor. I. 1M3.

And Pension*.

—■

-AIR-

Maaena.

nndenixned ie prepared to obtain rrom the
United State. Government, S100Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Sc for heir* of Officer, or Soldier! dyln.
in the U. 8. acrricc.

■

No. lOO Commercial Street,
noar Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on hand,

_

RIOO Bounty Money, Back Pay,

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, ISIS.

Portland. July 22. IMS
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WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

before pay.
bought before the great

to look at
it

80RTS Or HAND BILLS.

Pipe* end Sheet

Trunks!”

I VALISES,

and hare taken Store

1

Lead

Pump, of all kind.

federal Streets.

hare thia day asaoelated ouraelrea
under the name and style of

unaurpamed.

M*

Warm, VoU and Skater lialki, Watk Routt. Remit
and “Nicer Elated Cot to.
VERT Deecriptioc of Water Future (hr Dwall-

Copartnership Notice.
WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

uin o»—

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSCTS,

STORE,

A

PEARCE,~

A.

PLUMBER,

Trunks!

IT* Only 36 Cent, per Battle, nt

the moet

STREET.

Aad wfll ha *old cheaper than at
any other ,1a** la

mending

equal.

nor 17

FurnUhing Good*,
can

RENDING

FURNITURE, IVORY, BONE. CROCKER Y.
CLASS AND EARTHEN WARE.
ttteiaraluaMo for soloing or patching loots mi
Shorn, and for oemeutiug Leather Belting It haa BO

AND-

Maine,

OR

Hilton’s

Dtupatch.

Executed in taete to

balb.

Hoots* and Shoes.

■

——Ever

Loaf Wk'l,

•.•Particular attention paid to procuring Frttakh,
purchasing Cargoes ami Charters for vessels.
d*w*im7
Augusta, IH&i.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
Aad other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

BLAKE’S,

ROBES FURBISHED TO ORDBB.

—

joflsra

FOR SOLEINCi

dAvif

Jane 28.

H.

ana

Capital and Surplus *600,000.

Office in "Boyd'a Building," opposite Post Office.

C.

Style,

——

No. 3© UNION

and Cabin Stores,

teatoh,

ioaa

ruawss *»..»■■■, warm ought atwuyafo aa Hta
consideration iu edbeting trauranoe, la here oh
ft red to the public, at the lowest rates ef premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies

The largest and best selected stock of

In the Neatest

MOODT.

Portland, Me.
TAGS PIERCED

ftrH

offered in

To bo found la this city, of every deecrlotioo likk*
ed mad trimmed

merchants,

Caraer Commercial St. a ad

Of FrorHaMs.

i to At.

Gentlemen'*

C

AID DEALERS III

—

P

Relief Fire laaaraaee Compear*
Cask Capital aad Surplus. •-80,000.
Efaitabln Fire and Marine las. Ce.,

Of every description, made to order and warranted

-A»-

SHIP BROKERS. CHANDLERS

ariety of Typo.

U.U-ClKkS, MIIS, AM DLLS If LAMM.

Of Nav York.

WORK,

BEST

-ABB AT

rBABBLIV

Stock,

COFFINS

n

Ship

INSURAHCE.

Cask

PR0YI8I0V8,

CASKETS,

YEATON * HALE.

apt blic Fire laaaraaee Company,
Of Nav York.
Cash Capital aad Surplus, *613,000.

READY-MADE

Juno

THE NEATEST MANNER.

WARREN SPARROW,
once 74 >1 ladle, car. af Eukaaga lb,
PORTLAND, HE.,
Agant oftbe following First Class Insurance Co’,
National laaaraaee t'orap".

with

CUSTOM

ABDBBW T. DOLB.

—

op*. Thomas

T XX X]

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

UNIFORMS,

•®

PORTLAND. Mb.

Is selling, regardless of Cost,

MILITARY

FLOUR AMD
Commercial St.,

.Merchants,

Commission

FIRE

Merchants*

DBA LUO KB

John Q. TwitchHI. JalSltiGm Jfs p.
Chtnplii.

Mo. 5 Oalt Block Oommeroial Street,

TICKETS FOR SALE.

AT BURLEIGH'S.

Commission

PORTLAND, ME.

FLO HU, OOBK AND PBODTJOE

THE—

RIVER TONEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

Clothing

Office.

TWITCHELL * CHANPUR,

AUO WHOLUALB DBALBBB IB

Philadelphia

jyinsurw Buildings, Vessel, in port, Merchandiri'. Household Furniture, Ac., against low by Fire.
*10tl,000 taken on »ny desirable Risk.
Lowes paid at the Portland Office.
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.
Jan" tf

Promptly Bxee«le4

AID

MOODY,

Commission

Orders,

UXM OF

—AT Til—

GENERAL

I

VIA FALL

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

mm4

_Press

©finery,

DOLE ft

and

Ifeatly

Street,

Ma*** Sta,t Afent- WatkingUm, D. C.

R,

COBPO NS,

Tows Holes and

Association,

YORK STREET. PORTLAND, ME.
JeMdtf

_

Bay State Line of Steamer*,

Of every description,

WITH

PRINTING,

J. W. HATHAWAY.
oetl tf

AND

*»» All OTHia

—

Soldiers’ Relief

dly

Corporation Bonds,

1AIAE AtJEAEA

Fancy Types,
Sugar

Company,

Exchange

PORTLAND, ME.

AMD

Tattoo,

EXCHANGE STEEET,

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Book and

*• Portland.

—AWD

Mo.

Denier, in

Their Eelabllehment le ftarniehed with all the
aeaodern machinery, and their aeeortmeat of

BEEVES,

TOWN

Monumental Work and

Je23tf

ro ved

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,

Railway Chains and Track Irons.
A

ot

•Cat, made aad trlaaed by

A. D.

Portland. AaguitS. 18«.

Communication* to be addressed to

AGENT FOB THE

Long Wharf,

WOODMAN, TREE

II

'ttCMto, Paata, Vttia JMkw,
-“Ladie*’ Ridiaf RabiU, 4s.,

prepared to reoeire order* Cor

Wo. 275 F

Yore.

milk Street*

decl6 dtf

Portland,

a

ftS-WWS
M

Work.

Cormnr »f Pearl aad Federal St*..

Or HARTrOBO, t'OHR.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *800,000.

BIjBLBIGH S,

before

No. 166 Fore

_ _ --A

Watch-Maker,

THOMPSON,

—

BOO-I AND JOB PBINTINO

Company,
Ur.

JEtna Life Inaur&nee

GREAT EXCITEMENT

me, and the said William Comstock in
(until his
capacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
for steam, gas and water pipes.
in his capacity as Secretary, of “Merchants’ Insu- i
Steatu and Gas Fittings of all descriptions.
ranee Company,” severally made oath to the truth
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
of the above statement.
Henry Martin,
gts.
Justice of the Peace.
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
to arranging
Will devote hi> personal attentio
JOHN W. MI NCER * SON,
and setting Eugiues, Boilers, Shafting, ou reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN* AfeaL

.Agents,

.-J

New

MTO

seats

Company,

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 9960.000.

Merchants’ Insurance Co.,

••

The Proprieton of the Poktlakd Daily Pant
reapectftilly Invite Attention to their Ihcilitica forexecatinx, in beantifnl atyle, every deeeription of

Commercial Mutual Marine Ina Co.

j

*•

Baxoor,

IA

2k

Grindstones.

•100,000.

TO

}>ublic

I*

Or South

Or

Latest from Headquarter* !

B.

MarW* Chimney Piece*.

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

f'aati

FITTING,

manner.

Marble, Free 8toae, Soap 8tome,

Union Fire Insurance
FEW RECRUITS WAFTED!

GAS

^Ca.r'ble

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Berwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200.000.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

RULES

Slvania,

Second Floor,

I.

Or Bortok, Mars.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Piscataqna

Stmai Cook*, Valre., Pipe, and Connection*. Wholesale or Retail.

STEAM AND

Li J. eisig,
Street,
.-Bfc

141 Middle

OF

Worka 0 Union St., and 233 ft 335 For* St.,
JaMdtf
PORTLAND. ME.

Insurance Co.,

Fire Insurance

Conway

EXCHANGE STREET,

rox Block,

Or SFRiroriiLB, Mark.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

oc29 dtf

are:

casion was the electiouof a United States Senator from Pennsylvania for six years commencing on the fourth of March next, when Mr. Wilmot’s term expires. 1 say Mr. Wilmot'b term,
but it is in fact the term for which Mr. Cameron was elected; Mr. Cameron, it will be remembered, resigned the Senatorship to take
the place of Secretary of War. Mr. Wilmot
was elected for the balance of the term.
Charles R. Buckalew, Democrat,one day this
week, was elected Senator in joint convention
of the two houses, by a majority of one vote.
In the House, the Democrats had a majority.
In the Senate, the majority was Republican.
There was on joint ballot a Democratic ma- < POST OFFICE
PORTLAND.
jority of one. Mr. Buckalew received precisely the vote of his party, not one more nor less.
Mr. Cameron was the candidate against Mr.
be observed by persons presenting POSTAGE
Buckalew. It had been studiously announced
STAMPS lor redemption.
1. Persons presenting Stamp* for
that Mr. Wilmot would be the candidate; but
redemption mast
separate them according l« tin liftnst daamnJea
no one, who waa Interested in the matter, was
tions, and enclose eaoi In a small pa real, and endorse
deceived by this announcement It was known
thereon the number and vaJne of the same. The parearlv in the canvass that the voting would be
cels mast then be enclosed in oae sealed
euveiope.aod
tbe aggregate value of the whole marked
for Mr. Cameron. It is stated that the Rethereon,
with the name aud residence, or place of business, of
publicans in the Senate would have refused the person,
or association owning tbe same.
firm,
to go in joint convention, had it not been un2. But one deposit of Stamps will be received from
derstood that owe Democratic vote could be
the same
party. Tbe parcels as received will be numbered
for
had
Mr. Cameron. It will be seen by what
regularly; and a receipt with a corresponding
number aud name thereon, given to the
means this expectation was defeated.
applicant.
3. No
will be made nrttil after the expiFor a full understanding of this remarkable 1 ration ofpaymentsfrom the date of this notice.
days
case U is pertiuent to refer to a portion of
4. When pa\ raents are ready to be made, the
pubwill be im tilled thereof by notice posted in the
Pennsylvania history connected with the elec- j lic
Avenue of the Post Office,
tbe numbers ready
of U. S. Senator six years ago. Wheu Mr. I
stating
for delivery, when the holders thereof mav receive
Forney, now Republican Secretary of the Sen- their paymeuts on surrendering tbe receipts held by
them.
ate, was the Democratic candidate, Mr. Cam5. Only such Postage Stamps as hare been In aceton was the Republican candidate.
Then, as
tual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
now, the Democrats had a majority. But Mr.
of the old issue, aud those which have been used for
Cameron was elected. It was asserted, that
the pre-payment of postage, if any—which fact will
be determined by this Department—will be retained
three Democratic members sold their votes to
the Postmaster and dee royed.
Stamps which
him, and thus gave him his election. The bj
have not been used as currency or in payment of
names ot these men are well known in Pennpostage will be returned to Depositors.
and held in execration as severe as
6.
can be made daily
Applications for redemption
e political morals of that State will
excepted—between the hours of 9 a. m.
permit, —Sundays
and 8 p. m
until the 31st day of January ,1863. None
Mr. Cameron’s great wealth, and the modes of
trill be retired after that date.
affairs of which he had been a follower,
7. The undersigned is authorized by the Postmaster
ent probability to the charges of corruption,
(ieucrai, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
in reference to this election, which were freely
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
made at the time. Col. Forney, the disapStamps, that he obtained the said stamps honestly
pointed candidate, then, as now, owning a and legitimately, aud that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE. Postmaster.
newspaper, published, day after day, bitter and
Post Office, Portland, January 1. 1863.
well supported statements of the frauds that
Jan2 tf
had been practised at his expense. In the con»1ATEMEHX
duct of his paper on tills issue, he gave abundant promise, that if he had been deprived
-OF TBKof a place iu the iSenate, the seat of his fortunate rival should by no means be a peaceful 1
one.
But Mr. Cameron found means to agree
In ProridfKFy R. IM
with his adversary while he was in the way
On the 30th day ol November. A. D. 1862.
with him. He promptly made peace, and so
firm and lasting was the treaty, and in such
Incorporat'd..A/ay 1#/, 1861.
good faith waa it kept by Mr. Cameron, that
at the opening of the preseut Congress, when
Capital, all paid in cash.9160,000 00
it became
that Mr. Forney would lie
INVESTMENTS.
apparent
rejected as Clerk by the House of Representa- 2200 share* Rank of Commerce stock,
9110,000 00
800
American Rank
tives, he was elected Secretary of the Senate
40.00000
400
Merchants' Rank
IIIIMK.UIX VI ini. V> III lie
VII.
2»,000tf»
44
400
Globe Rank
2',000 00
The allusion to the election six years ago is
14
44
100
What Cheer Bank
6.000 oo
in
order
to
throw
a
clear
on
necessary,
100
Pheuix Rank
light
6,00000
the siugular proceedings connected with the
9200.000 00
election, a few days ago, of Mr. Buckalew, for Amount of Premium
Notes,
14,838 74
the better understanding of which 1 hare preAmount of Cash ou hand,
2.981 61
mised the preceding. Ail the incidents conAmount of cash in hands of Agents,
2^913 57
nected with the choice of Mr. Cameron were
82
9220.733
reproduced in the Harrisburg papers, in the Amount of marine risks outtwo weeks past., with copious extracts from
standing,
9224,796 00
Mr. Forney's paper of six years ago, wherein
Amount of premiums thereon.
99,62361
Amount of fire risks outstandthe bribery and corruption which effected the
ing,
3.982,966 00
result were industriously exposed and vigo.- !
Amount of premiums thereon,
43.368 70
ously denounced.
Am t of all outstanding claims.
For a day or two previous to the recent votincluding unpaid dividends,
10,862 00
amount insured on any
ing at Harrisburg, the trains from Philadel- Largest
one risk,
16.000 00
phia arrived at the capital loaded with “roughs” !
WM. COMSTOCK, President.
(.signed)
aud “ruffians, as they were called. They tilled
Walter Paine, Secretary.
the town of Harrisburg and made their voices
Providence, Dec. 22, 1862.
heard therein. They were not backward to
The State of Rhode Island aud Providence Plantation. Providence County ss.—In Providence this
exhibit knives, pistols, and other persuasive
twenty-second dav of December, A. D. 1862. Then
arms.
On the day of election there were
William Comstock and Walter Paine personally apin the area behind the

No. Mi

Or Brooklyk, N»w York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER **00,000.

tee

Printing Office,

Done in the best

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

Prices to suit the Times !

WINSLOW, A|eaCf

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

POWER

Book and Job

HARTrosp, Or.
CASH CAPITAL AND 8URFLU8 8350,000.

GOODS,

BUSINESS CARDS.

in itbkt nsntimoK w hciiiut,

Of

they offer st

1. L.

Co.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine In*. Co..

-AND-

Which

STEAM

CA8H CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *000,000.
Profits annually divided. 75 per cent, to the dealers.

Clothing,

FURNISHING

Agency.

Lorillard Fire Imuran** Co., of the City
of New Tork, No. 104 Broadway.

BEEN RECEIVING

BUSINESS CARDS.
IAIUFACTU1U

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *10,000,000.

ROLLINS & BOND

NO> 180

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRE8S

Liverpool and London Fire and Life In*

No. 06.*•."-Middle Street

1803.

PRINTING

DOW,

Marine, Fire & Life I nan ranee

AT-

—

MORNING, JANUARY 21,

INSURANCE.

NEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

tyCallin before purchasing elsewhere, and

1. lu several respects this paper is
superior
to that made from rags.
1. But little starch is required to
prepare
the paper lor w ritiug, as much of this
ingredi•
ent is found in the husks.
3. The bleaching of this paper is
by a simple process.
*. It is stronger, more tenacious, titan the
best paper made of rags.
5. So Kind of machine for
grinding the
husks is required. The conversion into
pulp
is by another process. Hence the manual labor aud expense required in the manufacture
is materially lessened.
Specimens of this paper are on exhibition in
theofflccof the ('omniissionerof Agriculture,
the Hon. lsaar Newton,
through whose politeness I was permitted to copy the
foregoing
extracts.
If this discovery, the practicability
of making paper from the husks of Indian
corn, tie practically realized, and its claims
prove well-founded, it will ooen a new ami
fertile source of wealth to our
agriculturists,
inasmuch as tills now comparatively worthless
material can be made to supply the place of
paper rags of cotton, the price of which has
been enhanced so greatly of late. In passing,
I must not forget to record my
testimony in favor of the gentleman above named, the Commissioner of Agriculture, Mr. Newton. He
owed his appointment, which is but recent, to
the opinion held of his abilities by the President. For certain reasons, and with certain
motives, a strong attempt was made to defeat
his confirmation by the Senate. The
attempt
was unsuccessful; and I do not hesitate to
say that in the brief period be has held the
office lie has made many friends by his urban!ty and success in the discharge of his duties,
and has moreover dissipated the unfavorable
impressions sought to be created against him.
From » first interview 1 must
imf that 1 know
of no public officer who tills with more entire
success the duties of an important
place.
1).

vance.

tut/

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

dtf

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES. ...COMMERCIAL STRXRT.
(Oppoalte head of Wldgory'a Wharf,)
P.rtle.4. Mb.
jobk

Lvacs.

fblbo

jeSSdtf

babebm.
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PORTLAND, MAINE
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of

experience and practical business talents,
than has usually been found in that body, and
in saying this, we would not disparage the
merits of the many able individual members
ical

Every Council has had
its efficient members, but the present seems
to be composed almost wholly of such.
Hon. Charles Iloldcn, of the Cumberland
District, was a member of the last Council,

Knowledge or to Society. Knowledge however,
regarded independently, is also twofold, offsets
and of causes. History, poetry, oratory, all
that is called Literature, simply reproduce* and
fixes fleeting phenomena. The combinations

and one of its best. He has also had ’experiOur
ence as a member of the State Senate.

may be new, hut they arc woven of fact. The
op)K»ite side of Knowledge is Science, the inves-

gentleman of keen
perceptions, sound judgment and of varied
and extensive business experience.
Hon. Raymond S. Rich, of Waldo, was also

tigation

He is one of those

ency and usefulness.
common-sense

always

men,

side of the medal

one

plain,

more

obvious

deliberative body.
Hon. John J. Perry, of Oxford, has been

The world
the

owes no race a

yer, his services in the Council will be of great
value.

It is easy to
of Homer and

Hon. Horace B.

Prescott, of Franklin, is
one of tbe most practical business men of that
county, clear headed, sensible, independent,
honest and Arm.

LaPlaee,

He has seen service in the

concurrence.

Petition of A. T. Galt and als., with bill,

of

utes, relating to foreign bills of
see if it should not be amended

the nations
of Justinian and Cromarc

exception

of

pure private life aud of unspotted public reputation ; and all in the prime and vigor of mature life, being about fifty years of age. Messrs.

Perry
we

and

doubt

Rugglcs
not

did not seek the

office,

and

the same is true of others of the

Board. We most heartily congratulate his
Excellency the Governor, and also the good
p eople of tlie Slate, upon haviug so able aud
worthy a Council.
Moiis. Fitm. Subit.—We are informed that
this

gentleman seriously contemplates a reTork, not willingly, but as a
necessity forced upon him by lack of patron-

moval to New

age. His sister is engaged there as a teacher
in the Spinglar Institute, and an invitation
for himself is

already

Preferring Portland

in M. Suhit’s hands.—

place of residence to
in the laud, he still cannot over- !
as a

any other city
look the fact that his classes are
from term to term.
WTe have

only

to

say that it is

diminishing

Mr.

not for the

interest of Portland to lose bis valuable service*. No second-hand teaching of French is

profitable.

The

from French lips.

language

must

be learned

Bat it is not always that

French teacher can be

a

found who unites to

the ability to speak his native tongue the quite
different faculty of teaching it, and jiossesses

Acquaintance with its literature as well as
its grammatical forms, it is still more rarely
that a professor of the French language
writes such pure English as appears in M. Cubit's translations, recently published in the
Mirror from the Count de Gaspurin’s newan

work

And yet it would seem to
be an indispensable condition to success in
teaching French, that the teacher should poson

America.

capacity and disposition to leant English. Depend ujxiii it, if M. Subit is suffered
to leave Portland bis place will be likely to be
filled by some pretender, who will do more
sess

the

harm titan good.

!

from the Senate accepted by that body.—
Laid on the table.
On motiou of Mr. Lambert of Phillips, it was

ASHES.—Prices are tending upwards for both
Pots and Pearls, though sales continue to be made
in this market at 7J«8) in small lots.

ington.
or-

at

this office for more than

re-

:

week past.

j
!

|

skating.
lyo eorge M. Weston has retired from the \
Washington Republican, on account of ill j
health.

:r-

Hair

powder seems

vogue again.
New York.

jy

The

be

to

It has been worn

Quarterly

Session

coming
by ladies

of the

Division of the Sons of
27th inst.,

praise.

Jiy A

History of

Rome exhibits more
original study, from the nature of thecase. Mr.
Grote's conclusions cannot and should not be assailed until sufficient time has elapsed to allow
them to be submitted to tests as thorough as
those by which they have been obtained. Since
the publication of Niebuhr’s Roman History,

in

j

in

Grand

Temperance
Bkowbegan on Tuesday
commencing at 9 o’clock.

state, will lie held

highest

man

of this

at

inquired

in the office of The

Aroostook Times, the other day,if they charged
as much for advertising a colt, as they did for
an

old horse.

y Charles Dickens is spending the winter in Paris, where he Is about giving public
readings from Ills own works, the proceeds to
go to tin: Lancashire

of his most brilliant theories have proved
baseless, nnd the writer of a school history may
and must now exercise a free choice in the use of
some

operatives

relief fund.

rylt Is said that the State Department is
receipt of intelligence of the most cheering j
nature from abroad in regard to our foreign I

in

materials which have recently accumulated. The
vigor of Dean Liddell's style is in admira-

terse

relations.

ble keeping with his subject. He is most
widelyknown in this country an one of the authors of
Liddell and Scott’s Greek and English Lexicon,

y Among the recent deaths of Maine soldiers at the Washington hospitals, we notice
that of John Burnham, Company H, 17th reg-

as

|

iment.
The Bath Times

work, which Sheridan
luminout in Parliament.

a

£y Jerome Estes, of Durham, aged 18
years, was drowned In the Androscoggin while

composition, the making up of the book howevis wholly original, and the pure, lucid
Eng-

of this immense

Lead-

tW~ “Jonathan” should understand that we
take no notice of anonymous communications.

er,

ment

page—Southern

Boston Traveller has not been

CF-The
celved

labors so masterly. For the chapters on literature and art Dr. Smith quotes Col. Mure’s authority, and none better could be desired. The

and

On the fourth

PurL-nw Hlifop

years, was
ing fire on

i

says a

Wim.non.ww.

daughter
4

of ;
10

badly burned by her clothes tak.Saturday morning, that she died on
so

Sunday.

eyon the first page will be found a letter | once complimented as
I
tw Herr liosecranz is drawing immense
from Washington, graphically describing a 1 declaring afterwards that lie meant ru-lumtnous,
houses in England, to see him beat ten tamscene in the Pennsylvania State Capital.
We ! forms the next volume of the series. It is enough
bourines at once. We have a performer in
to say that it is written hy Dr. Smith, and inpresume our correspondent drew somewhat
this country, of the same name singularly
corporates into the text the researches of reeent
upon his imagination, and that lie lias given to
enough, who executes the teat of beating 75,commentators.
The polemical passages in the
the picture quite as much color as it will bear.
000, rebel6 with neatness and dispatch.
original work have been omitted altogether.
If he has given only unexaggerated facts, then
An abridgement of Hume's History of
Engthe prayer for that State, “God safe the Com“y- We learn from Augusta that several
land, “with all its defects,” to quote the lan- \
of array officers have been tendermonwealth,” needs U%be uttered, for the peoresignations
guagc of the London Times, “the best history
ed to the Governmor, among which are those
ple surely afe in no condition to save it. We of the
over
which
it
period
extends,” comes
of Col. Soammon of the 5th, (wfflch has before
may as well say here as elsewhere, that the
next, incorporating the corrections of recent
been reported in our columns) and Col. Wildes
implied charges against Mr. Cameron are to historians and continued to 1858. The
grow th
be received with 6ome grains of allowance.—
of the ltith regiment.
of the English Constitution is traced with a care
Mr. C. committed, a few years since, the uncommensurate with the importance of the subWe are indebted to Mr. E. O. Robinpardonable sin of abandoning the old demo- ject, and several constitutional
documents, such son of the 8th Maine Regiment at Beaufort,
cratic f Tty because of its slavery proclivities,
as the Petition of Right and the Bill of Rights,
for the first number of a good sized, well tilled
and since then he has been hounded by the
To American, and even
are printed at length.
paper called “The Free South.” The title is
whole pack of party curs, even as Messrs.
to English readers, the care taken to distinguish
The frte South to start in South
suggestive.
and
Hamlin
Morrill have been in this Slate.—
different families bearing the same tiile, and in
Carolina, the darkest and most despotic porBefore he left the party, the same men who
common histories only known by it, will prove
tion of our continent,
now assail him were loud in his praise.
It
the means of clearing up much coufusion.
seems that Mr. Forney, who is quoted against
The History of France is written by an En~IT" Aaplnwali, the Atlantic terminus of
him, and who six years ago was ids political glish scholar, long resident upon the continent the Panama Railroad, suffered severely from
adversary, is now one of bis most zealous and intimately acquainted with liis subject.— fire on the iitlth Dec. The fire raged for twelve j
friends.
French literature is peculiarly rich in the
histo^ hours, destroying one-halfof the business porical department; but a general history, embractionofthe town. The loss is estimated at :
On Monday last we saw two
very
ing the whole story if the nation, hus until re$300,000. The vessels in the harbor put out
of
fair complexion and
young looking men,
cently been a desideratum. Thv present narrainto the stream, and the United States frigate
handsome form, wearing the familiar cap and
tive comes down to 1852. In this and the preLancaster narrowly escaped destruction.
overcoat of the Maine \ ul miteers, and as
they ceding volume, the Notes and Illustratiods,
Pike of the Augusta Age suggests
passed our office window the broad pavement
printed in smaller type, and elucidating points
was non* too wide for them to widk
that tile waters of Casco Bay have liecoine
upou.
remotely connected with the text but still of unThey reeled and staggered from side to side, mistakeable importance, or referring
briefly to filthy through' the sewerage of the “unwashed
by fheir unsteady gait and ribald conversation the authorities to lie consulted in the further cub” of the Portland Press. We can't imagattracting the notice of all who passed them. prosecution of investigation in some given dine w hat possible difference it can make to
The next day we saw the narrow, tinpainted
rection- can hardly be over-valued.
‘Dan," for it is well known that lie lung since
tenement—npw also, alas, too lamiliar—conforeswore the use of water except for purEvery volume in the series is furnished with a
taining all that remained of another soldier,as, copious index, and rich in illustrations— maps,
poses of navigation, and he seldom visits the
borfie by an express wagon, it was travelling plans, engravings—inserted not for show but
“natural seaport” without affording renewed
towards its last resting place. Iteader, which
for usean, d drawn from the most authentic
evidence of the fidelity with which he has kept
was the saddest
sight? Father, mother, in sources. The conception and execution of the his pledge.
which condition would you prefer to receive
cyclopedia plan of the Student’s Histories arc
An Augusta correspondent tells the
thus equally admirable. The finish of the deback from the battlefield, your cherished ones,
editor of the Saco Democrat, that it would do
—honorably dead, or dishonorably scarred_ tails suits the magnificence of the outline.
him “good to enter the Senate Chamber and
with rum?
Tit* Portsmouth Chronicle says that
look upon the Democracy, anil especially nou.
Ey-A democratic exchange says the elecwork has lioen commenced in earnest
upon
E.R.Wlggin,” whom he declares to bo “a model I
tion of Democrats to the U. S. Senate from
Forts MeClay and Constitution, which guard
man.” A “model w oman” is olteu found in j
Pennsylvania, Illinois and New Jersey is a the entrance to that harbor, and that five large i the dry goods shops, a brainless implement
|
condemnation of the W'.r. What does he rail
iron buoys have been placed in the harbor, for
made of wood ami iron, upon w hich to dis- ;
the election of Kepublic&n Senators in Maine,
the purpose of mooring an iron clad, which
play feminine fashions, A model mail, accordMassachusetts, Michigan, Wisconsin and Min- will be sent to that station, to remain there un- ing u> tiie latest style of democracy, we should
nesota ?
til the forts arc completed.
suppose would be made up.largely of—brass.

We notice au advancing
HIDES AND SKINS
tendency on Hides and Skins. We quote Buenos
Arm Hides 39 a 31c. Western 21 a28c. and Slaughter
Hides 6J a7$e; Green Salted 51 85*2.00 aud Dry 1 20
ami OUMflu 11
*L30; Calcutta Cow 1
a T3c.
HOPS.—We quote growth of 18*12 at 14 a. 15c.
—

IRoN —All grades are firm at advanced prices.
Cast Steel is now worth23q34, German 15a Id. and
English Blistered do. 17ql8o. aud Spring 10*llc.
Common Iron is worth 4a>5. Swede 6$ q7. and Norway 7a8
English Sheet Iron is held at 5) *6$; Russia 17« 18. and imitation do 12) <i 13c cash.
LEAD.—There is hut little doing in Pig Lead at 9}
Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead are selling at IP*
aOl.
lljc p th
LUMBER—Shipping Lumber is in moderate demand
at 17 a.18 p M .and No 1 Pi tie. 938 p M .No.2834.and No
8 924. Spruce Dimension is worth from 810a 11; and
Spruce Shipping Boards 811 <712, and Hemlock 88qj
10 p M
Clapboards,Heart Extra are selling at 833:
Cleardo 828(1-34; No. 1. 913«15; Sap, Clear 928*26;
ami No. 1 910q 13. Spruce Extra are
do 2ds
worth 912<f 15. and No. 1 9l0rill. Shingles, Extra
Pine are quoted at 93 60q3 76. and < lear Pine 92 76
Laths. Pine are selling at 91 60 s 1 80, and
ra.3 00.
Spruce at 81 15.ql 20 p M.

920q.2i,

LIME.—New Rockland continues in steady active
demaud, aud prices unchanged at 66«£70c p cask.
LEATHER.—We notice a further advance on nearly ail descriptions of Leather, aud now ouote New
York light 29a31.and medium and heavy uo. 31 a32c,
Slaughter do 33q37c. American (alfskius 80. u 90c.
Market firm with

a

fair demand.

LARD.—The advance ill Pork and Round Hogs
has had a tendency to iuerea«e the prices for Laid,
and we now quote tierces, bids, aud kegs at 10$qllc
p th.

METALS—All kinds of Metalsare very flrtn at increasing prices Large sixes Tins continue verv scarce
in market
Char. 1C is now quoted 8l2 50 ql3;
IX 816 u,8l6. aud Coke 911 76a. 12. and very firm
at the increased prices. Bam u is worth 43a44c cash,
aud Straits 4<» a 42c. Sheet Mosseliuaun Zinc we
now quote 11$ a 12c.
MOLASSES—There is an increasing firmness in tho
market ami prices are tending to au advance. The
demand is still quite limitml. Small sales of old
Crop continue to be made at 30q3lc for sweet ('laved,
ana 32 *33c for Muscovado; and 36 q 36c tor Cieufuegos; flS hhds Tart ('laved sold la**t week for 27c
ca.-li. The first of the new cron is now daily expected to arrive. Portland Syrup lias advanced, the facrory price being now 26c for hhds, aud 29c for brls.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine has advanced.
We
Sales an- now made at 2 n» q 2 90 p gal.
quote Stockholm far 913q 14. and Coal Tar l*itch
94 «-4.25; and Rosin 918u2op brl.
OAKUM.—continue to quote American Oakum 8) q,9).

use, has caused them

be counterfeited. Be sure to
worthless imitations. Obtain only
to

guard against
the genuine Brown’$ Bronchial Trochee which have
proved their efficacy by a test of many years. Public

Spkakkrh and Singers should use the Troches,
Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice

Military
and

are

them.

SOAP.—We notice a decided advance on Castile
which we now quote at
a 17c, and Leathe k
Gore's Extra 9jc. Family 8j, and
7}. Chemical
Olive 9, and S«>da 10c. Other Soaps are firm at increased prices.

Soap,

16}

jan21

exposed to sudden changes, should
Sold every where at 25 cents
per box.
d&w3m

have

H

CYCLOPAEDIA.

By remitting to Bailey and Noyes Booksellers,
Portland, the amount for one volume or more.
Immediately on receipt of the money, the book
will be sent by mail, or express prepaid, iu
strong wrappers to the address in the state.

and

k

nox

bottle.

donitalii

by

now

many of the most eminent

nhviipUm

i>hnml<ta

anil

•aianilHa

50 cents per

bottles and testimonials obtained gra
tis of II. H. HAY, Portland.
HALL k RUCK EL. Sole Agents, New York.
Trial

dec27 eod2m#
DR.

P. P. qUIMBY, would give noticethat he ha
can be found at his Room,
House, Tuesday, August

Portlaud, and
No. 13 1 stkkxatiosial

returnedto

12th, where he will atteud to all wishing tocousul
him.
First Examination at

office.9200
subsequent slttingat office.bO
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 250
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 16. 1862—tf
Each

Phtpicias axd Surokox.—H. A. LAMB. M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Portlaud. Me.
Particular attention
iseases of the eye and

paid

Surgery, including

to

aug7—d«m

ear.

tyt onsumption and Catarrh, and all diseaars of
the Throat and Lungs, successfolly treated by Ima
latiox.
By C. Morse. M. D.,
aul8'62eod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.
DEXTtOTRT.—Dr.JOSlAH HEALD,No.241 Con
gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portlaud, Me.
aug7dly

D»». LOCKF.dk KIMBALL. Dsxtiptp. No. 117
Middle Street. Portland. Me.

I

BROK ERR’

augl5—ly
BOARD.

Stocks.—Borrox, Jan. 20. 1862.
20.1km American Gold...147]
33.79).do.b9> 148
8.(100.do
148
*16*.do.147
! 7.0*4) United States Coupou Sixes (1881 >.86
4.5t4). .do....86
Sale

I

»

or

17.5*8).do.96
4,100 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes..101
750 .do.

lnl

9").do.*.102

23.5*10.do.101]

6.0*4) Uuitini States Five-Twenties.
86
90t). do. W
2.014) U. S. Treasury Sixes. 2 years.
145)

16.500.do..145
2,;N» United States Demand Notes.1454
WO
do. 146*
540 United States Jauuary Coupons. 1471

147}

1*W.do

for New York, and carried away foremast close
to
deck.
Sch J W, (of New York) FaufkHn. from
Portland,
with hay and oata, for Alexandria, was in collision
with ech Golden Light, (of Bucksport) from Fortune
Island for Boston, on the 17th. oil Barnagat, and had
jibboom, bobstavs. head gear, head and cutwater,
carried away,
split stern and lost one anchor aud 36
chm,n; bM Arrived at Holmes' Hole, leaking 800 strokes per hour, and will go on the rtilway
for repairs. The Golden
Light has arrived at Edgar*>OWl*
stove, but does not leak very

*”25"

bad”

Sch Lath Rich, at New York from
Pensacola, reports Jan llth. lat 31 10. Ion 78 67, passed the wreck

of

a vessel floating down the Gulf Stream.
She was
right side up. and about two or three feet
above the water. and her deck looked to be
swept
clean of houses, ma*te«. rigging, Ac.
Sch Frank, Littlefield, from Kennebunk, went
ashore on Sand Point,
morning of the 19th and filled.
She came off at high water and was towed up to Boston.

apparently

lu Hath. Jan. UMh, by Rev L. Mersey, Wi l»urgiu, of H and Miss Georgianua Conner, of Wool
! wich.
In lloulton, Jau. 13th, Geo. 8. Plummer, of Linueus. and Mia* Mary W. Howard, of tGxtgdon
lu Augusta. Jau 13th. Geo. K
Hayes and Miss
Louisa M. Douglass, both of Chelsea
lu Augusta. Jau. Kith. John Reeves and Mis* Anna
R Cunningham, both of Windsor.

!

—

■l"~

■

.Ml

I—

DIED.
In this city, Jan 29th, Chas. II. Dorlty, a private in
the 7th Me. K**g.. of (Mdtown, aged 45 years.
In this city, Jau. 30th, Mr. Horatio G. York, aged
77 years.
Funeral on Thursdav afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
from his late residence. 17 Pearl street,
lu Westbrook. Jau. 2oth. Marshall N. Fales. Esq.,
Supt Cumberland I'ajx Mills, ag**d about 8*.
In West Gorham. Jan. 17th. of diptheria, El ward
G. Lowell, aged 12 a ears 6 months.

|iy

IMPORTS.

Liverpool—Steamship

DOMESTIC POETS.
SAN FRANCISCO—In port 18th inat, ships Peruvian Sargent, for
Liverpool; Flying Eagle, Walden,
•or Hoot on
(tl* ,cl1 ,ll41 Kialn, Sun, fm Bo<ton.

,,'£ iD"*’

X-w
h* l *n,u‘' Hfor.""h:
l
Hsxwrtl
Hazard,

A

York, with di.p»tch; bark, GnrF*""> En>r. Lode, and Hulmrr*lt»rdo, most cargo engaged; J

Uwm.ni, for do

lliberhian—3

mchds.to

raws

W I Wind raw: 39 do steal. J II Taft; 13 cases mchds
Thibandeau, Thomas A C'o; 14 dodo, J E Trindle:

I caw, 2 hale* do, to Br Consul: 257 bars iron. A K
Stevens A Co: 27 bale* mchds, Tho* May; 1 do do.to
order, and various pkgs for Cauada.’ Boston and
New York.
Ship Kentuckian—9 crate* earthern ware, to G T R
Co; 38 do do. to order; 319# sack* common salt, 1841
do stored, do do.
Glasgow—Steamship 8t George—11 bales mchds.to
J T Tatteu A Co: 19 do do. C M Bailey ; 2 boxes do.
.1 A J Higard: 12 cast's 1 parrel. Ct Hovey A Co:
1 parcel do, Fdmonstoue. Allan A Co: 76 bale* 1
do, McIntyre. Laurie A Co; 55 bale* 19 boxes do.
Wvma A Arkley.and freight for Canda.Boston and
New York.
Windsor NS—Sch Queen of Clipper*
260 ton*
plaster, to order.

pci

—

MINI err KE ALMANAC.
Wednesday..Jmmmmrj 2f.|
HIGH WATER. I
8U5.
I
DAYS.
9h 36m
Morn g.11 60 Rises..
7.24 Length.
00
increase
Oh 32m
Set*.6
Even’g..|
J

Dart

of

nrtfn

ti° Oreutt* for* Bost* 1Uv*“a few d»vs: frigs X ifiorf
do; < r O-Hrb-n.
IfTi Ci l
Mt)NRi>R_Ar 18th. ,bip
FjfRTKESS
Dtviitroo, Boston.

(' W rhora-

as.

BAI.TIMORK—Ar 16th, »ch II
McLeod. Wiley.
3
Alexandria
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, ach, L,th Rich
Bonhoir
Prn.arnlu; t'hcrnh. Hailey, Portland.
Cld ITth. bark B Cokord. Co»eord. M stanzas
Ar 19th, ship Lammegier. Watts. London; Centurion, Zerega, Antwerp; ach Hattie Coombs, from
St Thomas.
Also ar 19th, ships Success, Chase,
Liverpool Invincible. llepbui n. do; C A Stamler, I tieobald. do;
barks Gazelle. Rhode. Rarbadoes; Harry Booth,
Drummond, Havana:#sehs Maria L Davis, Doane.
Minatitlan; Wblow Harp. Davis. Guadaloope; Nile,
Ellis. Bh‘h
Cld 19-h.
Orient, Hill.
bark CHas
Edwin, True, Havana; brig Amos M Roberts, Doak,

ship

Liverpool:

Cardenas.
Sid 17th. ships J B putting, Ann E
Thompson,
Hazard. Carolina; barks Tahiti. Lenox. Wm Stewart; Maria White. 8 W Ho brook, brigs Sarhb Peters, Cameo. Lucy Ann. G F Gerry ; L M Merritt,Surprise, Cal muck. Alice Maude.
I By tell Aranth. ships Panama, from London*
Sunrise, fm Liverpool; WH Wharton, fm Havre;
bark Vigo, fm Havana.
NEW LONDON—Ar 17th. sch Albert Treat, from
Turks Island lor New llaven.
NEWPOET—Sid 17th, brig Frontier. Shedd. from
East Caicos, TI, for Boston- sch Golden Light, (of
Bucksport) fm Friendship Island for do.
Also sailed, brig Mazatlan, Portland for Philadelphia; sclis Henrietta. Jones, from do lot Baltimore;
H L Orcutt. liopkins. from Bucksport for Key West;
T B Hodtrman. Prince. Bath for New York.
Also sailed 17th, brig Lydia Stover, Whitney, from
Baltimore for Boston; sch Nathan Clifford, Sbute,
Belfast

for

New York.

SALEM—Sid 17th. schs D B Newcomb, Higgins,
Tangier; Sarah Helen. Sherman, (from Lincolnville)
Baltimore: Lizzie W Dyer. McDuffie, Fall River.
BOSTON—Ar 19th, sehs Circassian. Hatch. Baltimore; Empire Stale, Smith, fro Belfhet; Annabella,
Bourne. Wells: Frank. Littlefield. Kennebunk.
CM 19th, ship (Viorel o. Brown. Kurrnchee: bark
Archer. Lewis, Portland; sch T R Hammond. Ford.
New York.
A r 30th, ship

Molocka, Norton, ftn Liverpool; ach
Batavia. McFarland, Robbinston.
Cld 30th. barks Ionia. Lovedrr, Africa; Talar era.
Merritbew, Havana; brigs Sea Lark. O'Neil. New

"riesiii*; t U ivennetiv. »
rorfiand ; Alruceabah. Bray. do. to load for Cuba; sch John k George.
Sooth West llrrbor. Me.
I*t »RTSMf»CTH-8!d 16th. aeh Dan! Webster. Derry. Portland
Ar 18th. aelia Atlantic. Mitchell, Portland; Emma
Wadaworth. Roberts. Pembroke.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Bnenoa Ayres Nov 27th. bark Amy Warwick,
Smith, for New York, Idg; Scaudanavian, Carlton,
for do, disg.
At Rio Grande Nov 29. bark Carniola, Hopkins.An
Cadi*, ar 26th.
Ar#t Dereararm 16th nil, brig* Leonard Berry.
Hill, New York; 17th. bark Lucy King. Tburlow. fm
New York: brig Lixzie Bernard. Bernard, do; 18th,
bark Ellen Morrison. Lyons, do.
At St Thomas 31s« nit', ships rhapia. Hall. An Boston for San Francisco. Idg; bark E Churchill, Cobb,
fm Guadaloupe. ar 27th. for New York same day;
brig Addv Swift, Avery, wtg.
At do 6th inst. brigs GUmor Meredith, Snow, for
t uba: Addv Swift, wtg.
At Matanzas 8th inst. barks

Linda. Hewitt: JM
Thurston. Giikey; Sharpsbnrg, Randall; Pilot Fish,
Chase, and Grand Tint. Dolliver. wtg; Welkin.
Blanchard, do; Indian Bolle. Teoney, for N York.
Idg; brigs Essex. Sen wot. anc; Stella, Lilly, and
Fannie. Ross, do: E P Treat, do.
At Cardenas 6th inst. barks Joseph Fish, Gray, for
Portland; Chilton. Pennell, wtg: B Fountain. Keller. do; bng* Cbarlena. Meant, for Portland; Lorana. Wade: Elizabeth Aim, Herrick;
Waccamaw,
Nichols, and A J Ross. Small, wtg: schs James H
Stroup. Foster for Philadelphia; J H French. Cracfor
New
York: Laurel. McFarland, for Boeton;
ky.
Ida ¥ Wheeler, Dyer. uwc. and others.
Ar at St John NB 13th inst, brig Sea Bird, Hamilton. New York: sch Sami Stillwell. Bath.
Cld 12th, sch Astrea. Cassidy. East port.
(Per steamship Arabia, at Halifcx.]
Arr from New Orleans, Southerner, at Cadis
M.
Persia, at do.
Arr from New York 7th. American Congress, and
Vivid
at Gravesend.
Sailed for New York 7th. Rescue, An Cardiff: 8th,
J P Wheeler, and Vancouver, fm the (yds; 9th. Wa
fm Liverpool.
old for Boston 7tn, Moonlight, and Caroline Elizabeth. An Liverpool.
Sid for Bombay 7th. Chevalier. Perkins, An Liver-

Light,

Tapscott.
pool.

Sid for Genoa 6th, Ellen Bernard. An Belfost.
Sid for London Nor 30. Napoleon, Thompson, fh
Calcutta.
The Iris, from Liverpool for San Francisco, has put
back.
The ship Seth Sprague is ashore near Antwerp.
The Augusta, from New York for Queenstown,
foundered at sea Deo 26th. Crow saved.

SPOKEN.
Jan 16. 50 miles SE of
New York for Jamaica.

iSARKirn.

While we prefer that the work should speak
for itself, and that others should herald its excellencies, we caunot refrain from calling attention to the following points in which we take an
honest pride in believing that the New American Cyclopedia surpasses all others:
In Accuracy and Freshness of Information.—The value of a work of this kiud is exit must
actly proportioned to its correctness,
preclude the necessity of having other books.—
its decision must be final,
it must be an ultimatum of reference or it is gi»od for nothiug.-—
In this respect we challenge the most searching
It will be
examination qf the Cyclopedia..
found in all its departments to embody the results of the most recent research at home aud
abroad. The latest authorities on every topic
have been consulted, and the information is
brought down to the very day of printing.
In Cheapness.—Our Cyclopiedia lias been
universally pronounced a miracle of cheapness.
We determined at the outset to enlarge its
sphere of usefulness, and make it emphatically
a book for the people, by putting it at the lowest possible price.
A reference to the terms will
show that it is within the reach of everybody.—
Those who so desire it may take it in weekly or
monthly parts at a trilling cost, which, as a recent reviewer suggests, a little extra economy i
in cigars will enable them to meet.

THE

BROWN.
St., Philadelphia.

gentleman of the day.
Sol I by all Druggists everywhere, at

EXCELLENT IKS.

This work is sold
only. When
it will form sixteen large octavo vol730
to NflO pages,
each
from
umes,
contaiuining
with a carefully prepared Table of Contents.
It may be had in volumes, which succeed each
other, one tier month, or the whole 13 volumes
at once if desired.
The price differs according
to the binding:
In Extra Olotn, per vol.,
£3,00
In Library Leather, per vol.,
3,30
In Half Turkey Morocco, black, per vol., 4.00
In Half Russia, extra gilt.
4,30
In Full Morocco,antique,gilt edge*,per vol ,5,50
In Full Russio,
5,50

M. G.

flO Arch

teeth, from youth to old age, the "Sozodont’’ is

litical Economy, the Trades, Inventions, Politics, the Things of Common Life, and General
Literature.

OBTAIN

mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done."
Every kind of diseased aud weak eyes, also Catarrh,
healed, and a cure warranted. Charge$ moderate.

used and recommended

cluding Mechanics, Mathematics, Astronomy,
Philosophy, Chemistry, and Physiology; on
Agriculture, Commerce, and Manufactures; on
Law, Medicine, and Theolog) ; on Biography
and History, Geography and Ethnology; i*n Po-

TO

voice in the house. I cau uow stand in the cellar and
hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateful to God
for his great deliverauco. I
heartily commend her

hardening
invigorating the gum, purifying
the breath, cleansing, beautifying and preserving the

Broker'* Stock List.

HOW

twenty four
on the Kie
by
Ear, aud proprietor of Poor Richard's Eye Water.
"Ip Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall’s Court, Portland. give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deal from a child, and for twelve
yearn past have
been quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saturday I went to the Preble House and made arrangements for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafbess. In 24
hours after her first application I could hear
every
hours

and

For

FREIGHTS.—The demand for vessels has been active and tonnage scarce; everything ha* been taken
up as fast a* arrived, and there was not an unengaged veasel in port at the close of our report, although
several small class vessels are wanted ior Cuba. The
engagements for ttie past week itave been —Brig J.
W. Woodruff, out to a port north side and return, at
83.50 for molasses; brig Manzoni. same voyage, at
83.82} P payable hhd; brig Reporter, (198 tons) out
to Cardena*. for the round sum of 81.2U0; bark Aberdeen, to load box shooks for Havana, at 27c, or if
to Cardena*. 25c; brig Forest State. (200 ton*) to 8agua, at 81.250 out; ten Trident. (335 tons) to same
port, at 81 400 out; bark I linois. (351 tons) taken up
at New York, to load lumber here lor Vera Cruz, at
814 T> M and foreign port charges paid; bark Goo.
Thomas, to load bricks for Key West, at *12 |> M;
the Hr. ship Anglesea has beeii chartered to take the
last cargo of Deals. Ac., for the season,to Liverpool,
at 80*.
Thi* cargo closes the *oa«on for shipment of
Deals until May next, when we expect to realize an
increased business iu this class of freights.

oompletcd

case

Fra ora xt Sozodont.—The most convenient and
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.

improvement

PRICE.
to subscribers

one week.
of demfacaacured in
Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor

A remarkable

MRS

TOBACCO.—A decided
is not {cable
in the Tobacco market. Holder* are Ic#* desirous to
sell, and are looking for an early advance. We
notice an advance on Leaf Tobacco iu New Yoik.
w hich ha* had the effect to
improve the firmness of
the market, and dealers are generally holding on for
better prices. We continue our previous quotations
without change.

DISTt NGUISHING

Cured.—Mrs. M G. Ilrown will be at

Nov. 18—tf

TEAS.—The market is more firm, with an improved activity, and prices are tending to an advance,
though w e continue to quote fine Oolong* at 65 a 70c;
and Choice do. 73@78c; Souchong, Aukoi, and lower grades 59a 55c
lb.

|

Deafness

the Preble House for

N04I

j Corrected for the Chms, for the week ending Jan. 21.
j
Par I War. Ojftrrd.
Description.
Government 7 8-10.
101
182
Government 30 years 8s.
93
COOPERAGE —There has been no notirablc
92
none in market.
change in any class of cooperage since the date of I State of Maiue Bonds, 1870,.
18
Bonds,
none
in
The
is
vears.
our last.
market
well stocked and rules heavy j City
market.
for all kinds Country t ooj*erage, there being but litPM
108
City Bonds,
j Bath
PM
tie if any demand at this time. The demand for
108
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,...
J
Calais Citv Bonds.
104
108
City Shooka is not as active, though prices are unBank of t'umberlaiid. 40
45
47
M.
changed. Hoops are iu good supply at 92Sa,30
Canal Bank..100
111
109
COFFEE.—'The market retains an advancing ten- i International
95
97
Bank, (new),.100
dency, with more activity at full prices. We quote : Caaco Bank,
luO
109
111
Java 33'i.34c. Rio 22a,33cf and St Domingo 89«31c.
Merchants' Bank.
HO
7ft
82
!
CREAM TARTAR -Sales of Palverissd continue
Manufacturers k Traders’ Bank, 50
51
52
to be made in small lots at 35c^55c p lb. the latter ; Mechanics' Bank. .luO
90
96
Portland Cotnpauy.100
price t—«ti* fur pure Crystals.
nominal.
Portland (.as Company,. 5*)
CHEESE.—The market is steady and quiet at
68
58
< ho ice
Vermont and Canada dai- j Ocean Insurance Company,.100
95
100
full price*.
At. k at. Lawrence K. R.,
88
03
ties are selling freely at ll&LSc, aud Country lO^gj
do.
do.
do.. Bonds..100
84
88
11c, according to quality.
And. k Kennebec R. R. Stock. 100
2
4
CANDLES.—Mould Candles remain firm and undo.
do.
do.. Bonds... 100
88
90
« 35c
aud
32
at
lb.
Sperm
p
changed
13)<$14c,
K. R. Stock.
50
Andnwcoggin
CEMENT.—Trade is limited at this season, and
do.
1st Mortgage Bonds,
Ken. k Portland R. R. Stock,.. .100
prices without fluctuation at 91 30 is£l 35 per cask.
do.
do.
45
50
COAL.—The increased rates of freight have recent- !
do., Bonds, 100
Portland Steam Packet Co.100 none in market.
ly product an advance on Coal,and dealers are now
Richardson’s Wharf Co...100
90
1U0
asking 910 p ton for White Ash, Lehigh and Frauklin.
Cape Elia. Wharf and R. Co.... 60
CORDAGE.—Manilla Cordage has advanced, and j
we now quote 15 a 16c j. and American Cordage 11 a}
The New Americas Cyclopedia: Edited by
I5le; Ru**ja Hemp lti)al7c; Manilla Boltrope 15)«
(lei»rpe Rioley ami Charles A. Dana. Pub16j We also notice a divided advance on all kinds
ot twine, and quote C'ottbu Sail 95e<gl.00; Flax and
lished by D. Appleton and Company, New
lb.
Hemp do 5(tft)6oc
York
Bailey and Noyes, Portland, Me.
DUCK.—Portland Duck Co. have advanced their
Every one that read.*, every one that mingle*
prices on the higher numbers of their Dnck.aud now
in
society, is constantly meeting with allusions
quote Portland No. 3, 90e, and No. 10 63c; Nary suto subjects on which he needs and desires further
perior No. 3 89c.and No 10, 61c; Ravens 4ie. and U.
information. In conversation, in trade, in pro8. 10o* Tent 56c. and No. 12 do. 66c p yard
The
fessional life, on the farm, in the family, pracCompany continue the manufacture of common Ship
Duck, and are thereby enabled to meet the demand.* tical
questions are continually arising, which no
DRUGS —The Drug market continue* to rule quiman, well read or not, can always satisfactorily
et, without any material change in price*, although
answer.
If facilities for reference are at hand,
Drugs sympathise with the general advance of all
they are consulted, and not only is the curiosity
other kinds of inerchaiidhte, aud have an upward
ami
the stock of knowledge increased,
We notice some advance on Opium, Botendency.
gratified,
but perhaps information is gained and ideas are
rax and Hi Curb Soda.
FRUIT.—The fruit market remains quiet. Box | suggested that will directly contribute to the
Rai*in» hav e declined, and sale* ofBunch are now j business success of the party concerned.
made at 93 87 n 4 00, ami Lav ers at 4 0O«4 12. There :
But how art* these facilities for reference to be
are no ('a*k Raisins in market of any amount.
We j had?
How are the millions to procure a library?
quote nominally 16 « 16 for Blue Cask, and HdlO for j How are
they to obtain the means of informing
Black. Lemons have fallen off in prices, sales hav- j
themselves on every point iu which they are ining been made at 92 00 a 2 62 D box. Citron reinaius
steady at 40a 42c, ami (. urrents 14c.
terested; or satisfying themselves with respect
to persons aAl places, questions of art, science,
FISH.—We notice some advance on both large aud
small cod. and now quote large 84 12«4 37$, aud
religion and politics, literature and philosophy,
small do 3 12a 53 37$. Mackerel are iu good inquiry, j
agriculture, commerce and manufactures? Ilow
with a pros|u*ct of au early advance. Sum** decline
can the working-man hope to bring within his
ha« taken place on Smoked Herring
600 boxes )
reach the whole circle of sciences, and every
Scaled sold during the week at 30c. There was an
of 4000 boxes front brand
arrival last week
poiut of human knowledge as developed up to
the present moment? We answer, the way is
Menan.
FLOUR.—The market has ruled buoyant througheasy; by laying by a small sum from his weekly
out the week, with considerable aefit ity, at au admiuiu^o, auu .’uw.tvi luuij, »v uic .u n .IlUVl IUIU
vance of from 25q37 over our previous tange of
Cyclopaedia.
closing firm and bioyant at the
prices, the market
PLAN or THE CYCLOP JEDIA.
improvement to which we adjust our quotations: j
Portland Extra 7 00« 7 86: Family 87 25q7 60; St. |
The New American Cyclopaedia presents a
Louis Favorite Brands 98 .joqlo 50; Southern III. j
view
of all human knowledge, as it
panoramic
do. 97 75a9; Ohio 7 25«7 6*. and Family do 98a
It embraces and
8 60. There vi« a sale yesterday of 5*10 brls Choice j exists at the present moment.
Western Extra at 57 50.
popularizes every subject that con be thought of
In its successive volumes is contained an inexGRAIN.—Corn continues to advance. Dealers
and
haustible fund of accurate and practical in for mare holding Western Mixed firm at H8«90c,
Southern Yellow 89.gjj2c. We notice sales of 2000
tion on Art and Science in all their branches, inbushels on Mondav arh*c. Oats are still very scarce
and in brisk demand at 56'*68c. Bariev is worth 86
*90v Shorts ami Fine Kccdare without any change,
a- that branch of trade continue* !<> be alnsrt w holly restricted in consequence of tlie bareness of the
market.
GUNPOWDER.—We continue to quote Dupont’s
and Oriental Co’s Rifle and Sporting at 95>Vt«;7 25.
and Blasting has recently advanced.
We now
quote Buekfleld Blasting 4)6 6.

:

SUGARS.—The activity in hard sugars noticed in
last, has continued unabated throughout the
week, and prices have further advanced. The market was firm bnt very unsettled yesterday at 14f@15£
for Crushed, Granulated and Powdered. Muscovado has also advanced and is firm at 10} a 11c: and Havana Brown 10J « I2jc: White
12fa 13}; and New Orleans 11 a/13}.
Portland Sugars have further advanced.
Hie factory prices now are for A 9jc, and
A A 10}c; there is no yellow in the market.
SALT.—There is a steady fair demand for the regular trade for Liverpool and Turks Island, We notice some advance ou Liverpool. and we uow quote
2 76«$3; Turk's Maud $2 80a3 25
Butter Salt remains steady at 22c for bags and Boxes.
SEELS.—Grass Seed being an article of export.
Herds Grass and Clover have advanced, and there
has been considerable of a speculative feeling in the
market during the w»iek. There was a sale of 1100 I
bushels of Herds Grass Seed on Thursday, at *2.75. |
SPICES —The market continues to have an increasing firmness, and some articles have advanced. Wo
have increased our quotations for Cloves, w hich are
firm at 35<g38c, and Ginger 39o/32c. and Nutmegs 93
a95c. and Pimento 23a 35c. f'epper has also advanced. sales being made at 27pBe.

SH« MJK8.—The market for Box Shooka reand prices contj ue to have
60>o,56c being the n<»miual
tor Pine, and 46a48 for
Spruce. There has been some diminution in the
shipments for Die past several days.

page—Letter from Wash-

Cough, Cold, or ax Irritated Throat, if
progress, results Id serious Puliuouary
aud Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
reach directly the affected
parts and give almost instant relief. In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial.
The good effect# resnlting from the use of the Troches, aud their extended
A

tic. from New York for Newburyport. put into New30th in
bean
near

distrem, haring
collision 19th,
oint Judith, with sch Ezra F Lewis, from Portland
P>rt

allowed to

our

mains dull and inactive,
a downward tendency,
price for the past week

era.

by-

but

at

auu Boiled 1.40
at 82 08a2 10

HI M —We continue to quote Portland distilled 63
Cos55c ** gal., with an upward tendency, as the diminishing stocks cannot be replaced at preseut prices.

JJnX

of necessity that this work should he
chiefly upon Mr. Grote’s recent studies;
no writer of a school history could at
present
be justified in contravening results reached

course

BUTTER.—Good Table Rutter remains firm at
prices. Choice Vennout Dairies are active
22rt34c, and f'anada and Western Firkin 21d22c,

previous

BREAD.—Pilot Bread is iu«leady request at 96 50
<tit 76, and Ship Bread at 4
To, Crackers contmue
to sell at 93 75 p bbl.
SELECTED.!

AND

nr- On the first

founded

bridge—Gibbon’s History of the Decline
Fall of the Roman Empire. An abridge-

BEANS.—The supply continues to be abundant
and the demand is less active and prices depressed.
We now quote White Pea Bean* 92 02«2£i; Blue
Pods 2 50 « 2 62: and Marrows 2 62 a, 2 87 p bush.

and ruuntrv Hall 20<i2lc. Store Butter is active
15 " 16c, and the supply is light.

ORIGINAL

matter

Over the medieval chaos there is of

APPLES—Dried Apples remain steady at our previous quotations, » hich we continue for sliced and
con'd at 5);m5)c
lb
Gre«*u Apples are exceedingly dull, and prices have undergone some decline, and
we now quote 1 50«i 91 75 p bbl. for
good fruit.

Adjourned.

Biography, &c., which have become indispensable to the professional scholar. It is a

one

Review of the Market*
For the week ending Jan 21, 1863. prepared expressly for the 1'uksh, by. Mr. M. N. Rich.

at

81.36al.39,

PLASTER—Has undergone a decided advance
since our last, in consequence of the scarcity in Philadelphia and other markets. We now quote Soft
82 25a 2 80. and Hard 82 00 q. 2 25** ton.

The Goods Beoovered
New York, Jan. 20.
Yesterday morning an extensive robbery
was discovered—the thieves
having entered
the bonded store of Morrill & Co., Cherry
Street, through a hole in the rear wall and removed $20.IXXI worth of silks and other goods,
which have been recovered by the police.—
Tha rubbers are yet uncaiight.

Kalf#-We wish it to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from first bands,
unless otherwise stated, aud that in filling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.

came

at

g'briskly

—

Agent's office, presented a minority report, accompanied by a bill. Laid on the tabla.
The majority report of the same Committee

bridge.

Roman

nnd Latin Lexicons it supplanted.

Dexter, from the Joint Select
examine into the affairs of the

Patted to be enacted.— Act authorising the
a wharf in
the town of Mill-

and

far superior to our Pickering's as
Pickering’s was in its day superior to the Greek

sf

construction of

The History of Greece is written by Dr. Wm.
Smith, editor of the dictionaries of Greek and

work

to

ordered that the Committee on the Judiciary be
instructed to enquire what further legislation is
necessary to secure the rights of stockholders in
corporations; and also the rights of creditors to
Railroad corporations.

are offered in
place of Goldsmith’s elegant but sujierficial cumpends of ancient history
almost the sole resource of the last generation, and in place of an utter dearth of hooks

a

out

Land

lajoks

Dean Liddell's

Crosby

Committee

have the golden lessons of these
twentyfive centuries, and ye{ cannot get time to
dig
them out of the mine. To such students these

lish in which it is written deserves the

and

j

must

handling briefly and perspicuously medieval
modern history,

Exchange,
by striking

all after the words “or otherwise.”
Mr. Cony of Augusta, from the Joint Select
Committee on bounties advanced by the banks, 1
reported a resolve in favor of certain banks in j
this State, which was read once and Wednesday

possible,

are

be

cantile Affairs and Insurance.
Various petitions were presented and referred,
j
On motion of Mr. Hayden of Bath, it was orExtensive Bobbery
dered that the Judiciary Committee be instructed to examine Sect. 10, Chap. 64, Revised Stat- I

Somerset, (formerly

All the members without

to

incorporated as the Portland Gram Warehouse
Company was referred to the Committee on Mer-

law;

Bell,

of in

firm

PRO Visit »NS.—The recout heavy sales of Pork
for Government use. together with the active demand for side Pork for European market*, has created an active and exciting demand, and all grades
have advanced 82 p bbl. as will be seen by our quotations elsewhere. Small loti were sell in
at
the advance on Thursday and Friday. 81? was offered and refused on Friday for 209 brls No 1. Clear.
Subsequently there were sales of 75 brls Clear Pork
at *18; 25 brls No. 2 Clear at $17; and 30 brl* Mess at
16 60a 16. Round Hogs are scaice ami in active demand at 6}<a.7c. City Smoked Ham- have advanced
4c.
We now quote 9}tilojc, and Western do 8a9c
lb.Beef remains steady and.prices unchanged

New York, Jan. 20.
A Fortress Monroe letter ol the 1sth says
the Vanderbilt was lining rapidly coaled, and
would leave in a day or two in search of the
Alabama. She left Fayal Dec. 31st,leaving in
port the American clipper ship Typhoou, Capt.
Salter, from Calcutta for Cork : she had put in
in distress. The Typhoon arrived at Fayal
Dec. 24th, having lost six of her men, including the chid mate, by over exertion. The
Newsboy was also at Fayal. She w as to leave
on the 2d iust. for Boston.

HOUSE.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Crane of Hallowell.
Papers from the Seoate were disposed

are

gal. Wo now quote Lard Oil 1 OOal 05; Bank and
Bay Fish Oils 826«29, and Shore *2*a24 tb bbl.
PAINTS.—All kinds Paints are firm nt higher
Skk a woman la another column
American
is
picking Sambuc
Zinc
now
worth $* aj
prices.
Grapes, for Speer's Wine. Il is an admirable article
H}, and French do lnulo}. Boston and Port laid
Lead have advauced.and is now selling at ^llt/ ll 50;
used in hospitals, and by the drat families in Paris
Lewis l/md 811 « 11 50.
Litharge and lied I. -ad has
London aud Sew York, in preference to
old Port
also advanced, and we quote lie. We i,mv quote ;
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives
Lamar Varnish 83 50.3,4 00, and Coach 83 25 « 5 00.
greet satisfac|
tion'
PROLUCE— Potatoes are in quick demand at imdecWdly
1 75 p bbl. or
proved prices. We now quote 81 5
55a^65 i> bush. The stock in market is quite light.
We quote Kggs at I8@19c |Mlo/.. and Chickens at
SPECIAL NOTICES.
9rgllc, Turkies 10«.12c. and Geese 9«19c V lb.

—

A<ljour.ied.

I I.nglish act of habeas corpus is a splendid wayin
Piscataquis) has been a member of the State piark the history of liberty. The ancient civilization was busied with the outer
and
at
different
has
filled the
Senate,
beauty of naperiods
ture and the task of moulding
discordant social
office of County Attorney and Judge of Proelements into a harmonious and orderly whole;
bate, and each with much honor to himself.
the modern seeks out the l<« il„n
.1’
He waj one of the Board of Commissioners
facts of nature, and the individual
In 1855 to revise the Statutes.
right* that
underlie society. Between them rolls the
Hon. Hiram Rticirles. of Penobscot. has
great
gulf of the middle, transitional ages. To the
served several years in both House and Senate
cyclopedic history of civilization must be added
with much distinction, and is known as One
then, as a fifth part, the history of this period.
of the most discreet practical business inen in
It in no little praise, to say that the five
volthe eastern part of the Stale. His business habumes of the Student’s
Histories, republished in
its, strong cotnmon-scnse and strict integrity this
country by the Harpers, cover the ground
of character, make him a valuable member.
indicated by this plan. It is more to
say that,
Hon. Ebcn Woodbury, of Aroostook, lias
while embracing the last results of
theprofoundfor many years past been an influential memest historical researches of an
age in which this
ber of the House, always active and useful.
whole field has been explored with a minute acHe b not only thoroughly posted in relation
curacy never before dreamed of, they are
yet
to all interests of tire Slate, but possesses
brought within a compass suited to the wants of
the abiily to look sharply after tile same.
the general student, who needs, and if
Hon. James

advanced and

@1.42. Sperm Winter remains steady

Longstreet not Gone to Tennessee Other
order passed.
Hebei Troops sent from Virginia to
Mr. Duren presen ted the petition of Joseph !
Beinforoe Bragg.
.‘100
others for a military road from
Granger and
New York, Jan. 20.
An army letter of the 17th, in the Tribune,
Referred to Committee
Milford to Princeton.
on Frontier and Coast defenses.
says the reports from Nashville that Longstreet's corps hits removed westward to reinMr. Milliken of Kennebec presented bill, an
force Bragg are unfounded. Longstreet himact to amend an act incorporating the People’s
self w as here two days ago w ith his command.
Pacific Railroad Company.
It is believed that no entire corps has been
Mr. Hacker called up the report of the Com- I withdrawn from our front, lint we have information from deserters and contrabands that
mittee appointed to investigate the affairs of the
some batteries, brigades and divisions have
Land office, and the report was accepted.
been detached and sent to Tennessee.
Act authorizing the construction of a wharf
in the town of Millbridge passed to be enacted.
The Vanderbilt Coaling at Fortress Monroe.

well. There is no literature
comparable with
the Greek; the clear precision of the French
tongue marks the language of science; no lawyer has mastered his profession, until lie has
traced it to its cradle in the Roman
the

House.

Ruggles,

Report accepted and

mittees.

must

They

of Hiram

as

have been paid, was read and assigned.
Mr. Morrow, from the Committee on the unfinished business of last year, reported an order
referring all such papers to appropriate Com-

than human. So also we may expect to
find the subdivisions of Knowledge and the two
elements of Society embodied somewhere in national life, The history of European Civilization

them.

of in

Councillor.
Resolve for ths effectual destruction of bonds
and coupons of the State, after the same shall

Esq,,

more

name

qualification

election and

Either

be essentially embraced ill tlu* history of
four nations, standing for Literature and Science on the one hand and Law and
Liberty on
the other.

be

disposed

were

Issued—A^Des^ierate Struggle

New York, Jan. 20.
The World says:
A letter from one of our
with Gen. Burnside's army,
slates that the army is under marching
orders,
and provided with three days' rations.
Five
pontoon bridges are to be thrown across the
Rappahannock, at some distance apart, and
upon these the army will cross the river.—
Gen. Lee's army is composed of eight large
divisions; Jackson commands the right wing,
composed of three divisions, ami Longstreet
the left, composed of eight divisions.
These
divisions are apparently stronger than ours,
comprising as they do, a greater number of
brigades and regiments; but whether their total streugtli is equal to ours is unknown.
A
desperate struggle is evidently close at hand,
and stirring news may la:
expected shortly.

On motion of Mr. Hacker a message was sent
to the Governor and Council, announcing the

of

public life, and in every position he has
held he has discharged his duties with distinguished ability. He lias served in both branches of tlie State Legislature, beeu Clerk of the
House, and for four years represented the second District in Congress. At the last Republican Slate Convention, he was the chief competitor of Gov. Coburn for tbe Gubernatorial
nomination, and received a very flattering
support. Having had so much experience in
public affairs, and being by profession a law- I
much in

OILS.—Kerosene Oil remains quiet and dull at the

correspondents

concurrence.

than the

double debt.

from the House

Papers

Kuowledge has been largely increased
by its contributions, or the institutions of Society have notably thriven under its hands; never
both in evjual degrees. Such perfect poise would
sum

Orders

The abort art the OH Price*. As soon as
the 10th vol. is published—which will lie in February—the price will lie advanced 50 cents per
vol. to all new Suhscriliers, which is rendered
neccessary by reason of the advance of paper
ari l materials in the
manufacture. JVow i« the
time to obtain thi*
great work cheaper than it
will ever
probably be offered again.
Noyks, Booksellers and Stationers,
m
Db
& 5b
Exchange street, Portland, Me.

following factory prices: for large lots, 55c; in 5 bbl
lots, 67}; and fr single brl, 60c fc> gal. The demand
has beeu light and sales limited. Linseed Oils have

Important from Burnside’. Army—Marching

]

lowell.

other, turned toward us; not that the reverse
is wanting, hut it lies comparatively obscure.

of service to any

PRESS

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Howard of Hal-

Tuesday.

combine to make up the idea of Society.
Now in the history of every nation, which has
done anything for Civilization, we shall find

member of the Council of 1862, and was reelected on the ground, expressly, of his efficia

DAILY

SENATE.

of causes. In the same way the two
contradictions, Law nnd Lilierty, are not incompatible hut so far from it that they necessarily

a

TO THE

DISPATCH

Augusta* Jan. 20.

al phase—these two; and its advancement must
tie either in the line of intellectual or of social
progress, must result in some advantage to

of former Councils.

readers know him well as

[SPECIAL

It is as if our thoughts
lay in strata; we may either regard the whole
mass in its solid hulk, or we may cleave off an
outer layer, equally real and solid hut thinner,
and fix our attention upon that.
Civilization then lias a mental and a mor-

large polit-

PAPERS.

--

exulting independently.

We are highly pleased with the composition
and character of the Executive Council just
meu

EVEAIACS

LEGISLATIVE OF MAINE.

tion of natural objects, the surface is only an attribute of the substance. In the contemplation
of ideas, oil the other hand, we may and usually
do regard the opposite sides of one thought as

The Executive Council.

OUIONS—Tb| market is still neerly ba ren of Onions, the stock not being sufficient to meet the demand,and Silver Skins are very firm at83 37 a3 50 1/
bushel.
bbl, or 81 3*>ol 33

-TO THE-

coin has its obverse and reverse, and the thinness of the shinplaster cannot
escape measureIn the contemplament—so many to the inch.

The Portland Daily Preen ban the largest
regnlar circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

It embraces more

BY TELEGRAPH

depth,

Wednesday Morning, January 21, 1863.

elected.

BY TELEGRAPH.

New Publication*.
The SrmioiT’s HistoWU—The idea of Civilization, like every other, is aolid, ha* two aides.
The mathematical surface, pure lateral extension
has no existence in nature; every
without

Barnegat, brig Keoks, from

N E WAD V E R TISE MENT8.
Great Sale of Plated Ware. Jewel*
rjr, Sr., at Aartten.
shall sell at Public Auction
Wednesday,
Jan 21. at 10J o’clock AM. and 2* P. M.
WE
A
and valuable
on

invoice of the above named
large
good*, consisting in part of Castors. Table, Ifossert
aud Tea Spoons: Table and Dessert Forks. Be.
Waltham aud other Watches, in gold and silver
ca*es.

Also

tions.

Jewelry in great variety, and of all descripfancy setts, Bracelets, Rings, fins. Be.

as

ian21 It

HENRY BAILEY B CO.. Auctioneers.

Fdiimtional ConvrnilM.
adjourned meeting of the State t eacher*' Association will be held at Augusta on the 27th and
28th Inst., commencing at 2 o'clock on l uesday F M
Lecture* and addresses wiil be given by
gentlemen
interested in educational affairs; and important
questions of school policy will be discussed.

\N

All teachers, school officers, and friends of education are cordially invited to be present and partioipate in the exercises of the eonveutiou.
Free return tickets will be furnished to members of
the association over the following railroads; Kennebec k Portland: Kennebec a Somerset; Maine Central; Androscoggin; Portland. Saco k Portsmouth;
and York k C umberland
Ladies in attendance will receive the generous hospitalities of the citizens of Augusta.
By order of the Association.
EDW. P. WESTON, President.
jaull dtd
Augusta. Jan. 12. 1863.

FOR MALE
CITY BONDS.

Government
PORTLAND

Sixes.
Government 7 3-10.
At. k St. Lawrence R. R. Bonds.
A. k K. R R
Casco Bank Stock.
International Bauk Stock.
Mechanics’ Bank Stock.
Bauk of Cumberland Stock.

..

tr-AJI Securities current in this market bought
WM. H. WOOD.
by
jan»> dlw

and sold

MARIN K X i :\VS.
PORT OF PORTLAND.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Real Estate and merchandise

Taraday,.Jaaaary 90*

BROKER.

ARRIVED.

Ship Henry Cooke, (Rr) Morgan. Ardroman 4th alt
for orders reports experienced heavy weather.
Sell Queen. Hodcdon. Tremont.
SchCanova. Fullerton. Sullivan for New Bedford.
Sch Bradore, Lawrence. liuck»port for Boston
Sch Hobt Woodruff. Jones, Fraukfort for Boston.
Sch Louisa, Manson. Hath for Boston.
Sloop Daniel Webster, Dernr, Portsmouth.
Steamer Lewiston, knight, Bnetou.
Ar 19th,
5th ult.

ship Kentuckian, Merrimau,

fm

Liverpool

CLEARED.
Steamship St George. (Br) Wylie, New York, by
Kdinonstoue, Allan A Co.
Brig Harriet, Titcoinb, Havana, by Chase Bros A

•
0> Liu Street.
OFFICE
jy Entrance Ant Duor north of the Poet OAce.
jan»> 3m

STOCK OF DRY

STOKE NO. 104 MIDDLE, corner of Plumb
■tree!
A good opportunity for uy one who
wiehea to engmge tn the

IN

Krtall

Defiance, Harrington, New York, R G York A

Sch Duke of Newcastle sailed from St John NB.
for this port, several week* ago, and ha* not been
heard from since.
Sch I wo Brother*, of Calais, left Beaton aeveral
neck* ago for C alais, and has not since been heard
from.
A Key Weat letter of the 9th inst expresses fears
for the safety of the ship Lydia. Southwick, 18 days
out from New York for Key Weat.
The new ship recently launched by Ralph Kelley
A Co.. (736 tou*. not yet named) has been sold to Mr
Thomas Du u haul, of New York, ou private terms.
A superior ship of 1698 ton*, not yet named, was
launched from the y ard of Wm. H. Heed A Son, at
ou

the 19th inst.

telegram from Newport

state*

that the sch Arc

ATCHISON
JanK) dlw-

JIEETIHOr

CANAL, BANK.
Shareholders of this Bauk are notified to
meet at their Hauking Room on Monday. Sfith
inst., at 11 o'clock AM. to fill a vacancy in the
Hoard of Directors.
By vote of the Directors.
J
B. SCOTT, Cashier.

THE

Portland, January 9.1863

latcrnalioukl StmMshlp Pompssy.

A

SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholder, of
the lutornationnl Meaaaehip Co. will he hnldea

at the office ol the Compnny. on the corner of t ommereial and I nk,,, .treele.lbr the perpowof revising
the Bv-Ltwi of rhe Company on the »th day of
January, IN. a, I

oCoeVr*.^^

Portland. Jan. 14.1868.

Secretary.
janl6

Puy«on House.
GENTLEMAN and his wifo. and a fcw rtnglo
A gentlemeu cau be accommodated with board
and plea.huut rooms at the above house, No. 37 MiRjnnl9dtf
dlk Street.
a

DISASTERS.
A

SPECIAX

Osprey,

Sch Eliza Ellen, Curtis*. New York. J H White
Sch Rio del Norte. Littlejohn, New York, by Dana
A Co.
Sch Globe. Snowman, Boston, Jo* II White.

! Bath,

Goods Trade.
WM.

Brig Virginia, Douglas*. Baltimore, Jos llobsou.
Sch Trident, Snow. Sagan. John D Lord.
Sch
(Br) Trice, St John NB, by Tho* TadSch

Dry

Portland. .Inn. »>. 1383.

Co.

dock.

GOODS

For Sale,

a

^—

MATTERS

TOWN.

ABOUT

TERR—CUTTING J., PRESIDING.
The January (civil) term of the

JANUARY

TELEGRAPH:

BY

Supreme Judicial Court.

offered

Arrival of the Arabia

FROM WASHINGTON.

docket of continued actions was called and
the trial calender formed. There are npwards

Prevalence of Disease In

of 900 cases on the continued docket.
The traverse jurors
the Court will

may be ready.
No. 709.—Olive J.
Charles O.

w

proceed

ill

to

come in to-day, and
try such cases as

Quimby Libellant,

by

the

Libel for divorce. Causes, desertion, adultery and ill treatment. Divorce decreed—the
mother to have custody of the child.
L, D.

Capture

No appearance for

of the Rebel Schooner

REBEL SALT WORKS

Hampton.

BROKEN

UP.

Libellee.

adjourned

Court

9 o’clock

to

_

I

Court....Jan. 20.

Edward P. Tumnore pleaded not guilty to
complaint founded on a seareli and seizure
process. He was adjudged guilty and lined

|

a

twenty dollars and costs. He offered to puy
In postage
stamp, but the Court refused to
receive them. Then, he said, he would appeal. Subsequently better convictions came
over him and he paid his flue and costs.

yesterday, George F. Bacon of
brought before Judge Ware

Court

Waterville

was

on a writ of habeas corpus issued on the petition of his mother, who alleged that her said
son enlisted in the 7th Maine regiment Aug.

and that he is now under the age of
18 yean, and that he enlisted without the consent of his father. These facts being made to
appeal, Judge Ware ordered Bacon to he dis-

7,1861,

from

charged

enlistment.

hjs

Fessenden A
Geo. E. B. Jackson for

Petitioner;

Butler for

Col. Mason.

Alvauious C.

Mason,

a

in the 7th

private

regiment, was also brought up on the petition
of bis fattier, Robert Chase of this city.
In
this case the soldier enlisted in the 7th in August, 1861,

which time he

at

some

was

months

under 18 years of age. The case was similar
to that of Watts, which was decided by Judge

Ware last week, and which we published at
The Court ordered Mason to be

the time.

discharged from his
liams for petitioner;

enlistment.

J. II. Wil-

Goo. E. B. Jackson for

Cot. Mason.

uir

—.-—.-

The Lecture this Evening.—The lecture
before the Mercantile Library Association this

j

be delivered by Mr. Mason Jones,
a young Irishman, who has already made his
mark in this country, and ol whom the New
York papers, without distinction, speak in the
is to

evening

highest terms as an Orator ami Lecturer. His
subject this evening is “Garibaldi, and Italy of
the present. Including personal reminiscences
of a campaign with the Liberator of Italy.”
According to the reports in the New York
papers, Mr. Jones recounts the story of Garibaldi's life as told him by Garibaldi’s own lips,
and narrates the events of the

triumph, as

est

such

a

the next best

patriot’s

greathimself. With

by
lecturer, it will be
bearing the story from

witnessed

theme and such

thing

Garibaldi himself.

to

a

A few evening tickets will
The number will be limit-

be offered for sale.
ed to the

capacity of

the hall.

New American Cyclopedia.—It

The

by
publishers

will be seen

article in another col-

an

have decided to raise
umn, that the
the price .V) cents per volume, immediately after the 10th volume is issued, which will be
in February. This advance in price is render-

by
higher rates which the
obliged to pay for all materials
which are used in the manufacture, and also
for the literary labor. We now advise all who
have not obtained this truly valuable work,
ed necessary

publishers

and

the

are

able to do so, to attend to it at once,
for from present appearances it cannot be sold
are

again at the tow price it is
haps for many years to

offered,

now

per-

The only

come.

agents for the State of Maine are

Bailey

&

Noyes, Portland, Me.
West Ciiapel.—'The affairs of this

Society,

both

new

relates to the Church

as

Sabbath School, are

represented

as

and
in

being

a

prosperous condition, and less money will
have to be raised this year to carry on the
affairs of the Chapel than was raised last year.
The labors of Hev. Horatio

who is

miuistering to that
highly acceptable and

hare been

Ilsley,
congregation,

so

now

of much value.

So al-

have been the labors of Mr. Ilus

Carter,

Superintendent of

the Sabbath School.

Runaway.—A horse attached

pedlars
yesterday forebrought up at
to

a

wagon started from Fore street
noon, ran up Lime street and
the marble hotel,
in a very unceremonious manner landed his tin ware, rags, Jtc.,

rfaviug

again started
stopped in

he

soon

off on his own hook, but was
through the streets

his career

contrary to the ordinance made and provided
for

regulating

Death

the

speed

of horses.

Soldier.—Charles Doherty,
of Old town, a private in the 7th Maine regiment, died on Monday night. Funeral services
were performed yesterday by Rev. Mr. Clark,
of the Chestnut street M. E. Church, and the
body, escorted by a detachment of the regiment, was conveyed to the Grand Trunk depot
or a

to be taken to Oldtown for interment.

Up.—Last evening as

Smash
vvuwiu

nagvu

unit

ui ii 111

£

two men
uunn

in

a

ail iviuig

street at a pretty last pace, their vehicle came
iu contact with one in which was Mr. Morris,

breaking

both Alls and the oft' forward wheel

of the latter wagon. The two men took no
notice of the affair but drove on very coolly
as

though nothing

had

happened.

Death from Paralysis.—Mr. Marshall
N. Fales, the energetic superintendent of the
Cumberland Mills at

Westbrook, was seized
Friday last, which
terminated his life yesterday. He was a man
much esteemed both in this community and in
Westbrook, and bis loss will be deeply deplored.

with a

Revenue.

paralytic

INQUIRY

Washington, Jan.

Habeas Corpus Case.— In the U.S. District

Statement of the Commissioner of Internal

20.
It is known that the President has a list of
120 Generals tube nominated Xu tbe Senate
tor confirmation, and it is equally certain that
these candidates for military honors will not
pass the searching investigation of the Senate,
as it does not appear that so many additional
Generals are needed. This, however, is a subject to lie hereafter determined by the proper
authorities.
Of the sixty-two or more Major Generals of
tile army, twenty of them were last week and
previously in Washington.
The Police Commissioners of Washington
represent to Congress the prevalence of the
small pox iu this city in almost every neighborhood, in consequence of the presence of
such numbers of strangers, discharged soldiers
and camp followers. They testify to tile inadequacy of the accomodations for its victims,
and ask for some generous provision to prevent tlie spread.
The Mayor lias also called the attention of
the City Council to the existence of contagious diseases, and their rapid increase, and
asked for a speedy ami liberal appropriation
for an increase of hospital accommodations
and the adoption of every practicable means
to check the further spread of such diseases.
The Senate has continued the following:—
Cephas itrainard. of New York, Arbitrator for

attack on

Ccbrercy.—There was quite a
rush for the postal currency, distributed by
Collector Jewett yesterday afternoon, and
Postal

garments got torn in the jam. But every
man who applied got his ten dollars worth of
the currency, and there was some left iu the
hands of the Collector.

vuj

ui

m-w

iuir,

uiiuci

uic

Pintc

ham to l>e Hear Admirals of tbe Navy; Henry
M. Can Held, Consul at Athens; E. C. Baufli ld. Consul at Algiers; Win. Breck, Consul
al Hong Kong: Charles A. Wasbburne, Minister to Paraguay; Samuel Parker, Collector
at

Beverly.

Corresponding

week last year,

Decrease,

86,032

31

$5,140

00

The ftve companies of the 7th Maine
regimeut, under command of Lieut. Col. Connor, will leave this morning at quarter lajfore

eight o'clock, iu
S^-The
enue taxes

1st

special

amount

train for Boston.

received for Internal Rev-

for the mouth of

District,

fcy-The

a

was

December,

in the

$38,874 80.

steamer

which left for Boston nt 7

o’clock last
11

evening, returned about half-past
o'clock, having encountered a severe storm.

sy-We learn that Capt. Edward P. Sherwood, of Co. F, 6th regiment, has resigned his
position, and asked for his discharge.

3-0,000 Oranges,

ENTERT AI
A.

-AT-

Eliot Fire Insurance
OF

Comp’y,

BOSTON.

ON TI1E FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1863.
1. State the name of the
Company. Eliot
Fire Insurance Company. •
2. Where located? Boston.
3. When incorjM»rafed ?
February 16,1849.
4. Amount of Capital?
5. Amount of Capital
actually
paid in?
6. Number of shares, aud
par value of
each? 4000— *50.
7. Amount of tire risks
outstanding?
8. Amount of marine risks
outstanding?
9. Total amount of outstanding risks?
10. Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
United
States Five per cent. 1866, p. v. per eh.

f1000-2000

m. v.

IIOfHE.

On motion of Mr. Elliott, the Secretary of
Navy was asked for any information in his
possession, to show that American vessels
cleared for any foreign port, have engaged in
tlie African or Coolie slave trade, and to submit such suggestions to prevent it as he may

46,000

STORE,

Exchange

Jan9 islw

Street.

j
i

]

j

The Secretary of the Interior lias sent a !
recommendation to tlie House for the establislimeiit of a Bureau of Statistics, with the
draft of a bill. The office of Superintendent
of Census is abolished under the bill.
The Navy Department lias received dis- j
patches from Col. Harwood, commanding the |
Potomac flotilla, dated liHli, stating that the
Leslie arrived at Hampton Hoads on Sunday
witli tbe schooner Hampton of Baltimore in
tow, wbicli was captured by the Currituck on
the morning of the 13th. in Dividing Creek.—
Tile Commodore states that the vessel cleared
light, ostensibly for the oyster trade, but took
in a cargo at Baltimore. She had ou board
several passengers, who, from letters found on
board, appeared to be persons who had lieen in
tlie habit of passing to and from Virginia. At
tbe lime of tlie capture of the Hampton, a
canoe at tlie same place escaped, but was af- !
terwards taken al India Creek; not however
until her crew had escaped to the woods, and
tlie priucipai part of her cargo it is supposed
hail liccu thrown overboard. Com. Harwood
also reports that before these occurences tlie
Currituck broke up for tbe present an estab!
lishment for supplying salt to Richmond, by
destroying the kettles used in its manufacture.
It ap|>ears from the report of Acting Master
Siuuiken, commanding the Currituck, that
when he arrived at Dividing Creek, lie was informed by a negro that al South West Branch
TURKEY.
there was a large manufactory of SHlt and a
The Ministerial caucus is over. Kiamil Pasteam mill, owned by a man named Oscar
Sealey, who had been extensively engaged in sha is Grand Vizier, and Ali Pasha retains the
supplying the rebels with salt. Tlie com- foreign ministry. It is expected that Fatid
Pasha will be President of the Cuuncil.
mander of the Currituck proceeded thither,
sent a parly on shore, and destroyed all tile
[Latest via. Queenstown.]
kettles, Ac., with the exception of tlie boiler,
Jan. 11.—Political news unimLiverpool,
and left word for tlie proprietor to discontinue
poitaut.
tbe occupation, under penalty of tile complete
The Liverpool Chamber of Commerce has
destruction of the mill and a large amount of
resolved to give a suitable reception to the
lumber contiguous. Dividing Creek is one of
| officers of the first ship from America with
the points to which George N. Saunders ad- !
provisions for the distressed operatives.
vised liis corres|smdents to make shipments.
The main English journals indignantly reMr. Burley, Indian Agent for tile Y aukloii
the Times' recent advocacy of slavery
Sioux, which tribe lias been friendly towards i pudiate
on Scriptural grounds.
the government through the Indian difficulPost believes that a reaction
The
ties, reached here to-day. He came to Washwill set in from this point, and that confidence
with
a
view
to
the
ington
urge
proper departwill be lost in a journal which so unblushingment to take precautionary measures against
ly justifies slavery.
trouble which may possibly occur in the spring
A ship had reached Liverpool with 1700
with the same party of Sioux, and other
bales of cotton from Cape Good Hope, grown
branches of that tribe.
lie suites that at
from Sea Island cotton seed. Another vessel
present there need be no apprehension of difbrought 350 bales from Portugal. Large imliculties. Mr. Burley brought with him as lar
portations of cotton seed were taking place,
a-s Sioux City, Iowa, tlie whits' passengers who
and were being ex|>orted thence to new fields.
were captured by tlie Sioux and ransomed by
A new brigade of French troops for Mexico
our government.
embarks about the middle of January.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue lias
The Liverpool Album publishes the corressubmitted hits llrst statement concerning tbe
pondence lietweenGen. Webb and Mr. Christie,
transactions of tlie bureau, from which it apthe American and British Ministers to Btazil,
pears that the entire number of persons emof a pcr-onal ami pugnacious character. An
#r..;
of limine
at
limn Is
onoH
A
ployed in assessing and collecting the revenue
is 3?<82.
He has not tlie means of estimating
letter is also published from (Jen. Webb to
ut llm ni'osoiit
mu iL'if K o/inriiloiiiui ikm •itwniiit
Karl Russell, complaining of Christie's conof revenue which will lie derived under the
duct.
of
excise law
July 1801. During last month
The Paris Moniteur announce* that the
he has caused a caieful investigation to he inDu Dimanehe has received a third
stituted into the several sources of revenue, journal
warning.
and an estimate to hi; made of the amount
Mtuirid, 9Ih.—The debate in Congress relawhich may be derived from each. According
tive to Mexico continues. Senor Rivers deto this he received from all sources, excepting
fended the non-intervention policy.
stamp duties, during the. current fiscal year
The steamer Tuscarora arrived at Gibraltar
ending June next, the sum of $91,777,701). He
on the :11st Dec., and anchored near the Sumestimates that the receipts from stamp duties
ter.
during the same |ieriod w ill amount to #13,London, rin Roc A* p’s Point, lltA.—A dis(SXi.tXiO, making an aggregate sum of $70,from Madrid, dated 10th, says that
patch
777,700.
Olozago was *|H'aktng on Mexican atlairs in
It may be asserted that without material
the Cortes. He said Spain should support the
change in the business of the country, the candidature of a Spanish Prince, as the only
revenue iroin the same sources for the fiscal
hope that the Mexicans would ultimately
years 1803 and 1804 will not be less tha #150,triumph over foreign invasion. He said the
000,000. Tlie estimates of receipts and exGovernment ought to have given instructions
show the cost of assessing and colpenditures
for the present establishment ot a monarchy
taxes
under
the present system will be
lecting
in Mexico. Spain had lost two millinns pias2 and 41-100ths per cent.
tres and a number of soldiers in Mexico withThe Commissioner has drill confidence that
The Spanish Government should
out result.
in the States now acknowledging the authority
have disapproved of the re embarkation of
of the Constitution, the expenses can never
Gen. Prime and sent the troops back, or, if
exceed 3 per cent.
He makes many important
unable to do so, he should have resigned.
suggestions, including modifications of law
ami the appointment of a solicitor or legal
FROM PORT ROYAL.
adviser.
In the McDowell Court of Inquiry to-day,
Brig. Gen. Barry was examined as to the
amount of artillery and garrisou and Held batDisaffection of Rebel Troops at
teries left for the defence of Washington in
Fort Sumter.
the spring of 1802.
Major Gen. Porter was
afterwards examined relative to the operations
of his own and Gen. McDowell’s commands
The Gunboat Wissahickon Disabled.
on aud after the 20th of August.

Mo. 186 Tore St., head of

7,799,889

Long Wharf,

Where be is prepared to write any amount of

Martse,

Fire and Life

Jao< d3m

IB. C. 1,
Association.

Ka

Internal Revenue

Stamp*.

Received,

Large Assortment

of Ladies’ and

A 1*0

Celebrated ARCTIC
(Biggest thing on ice.)

the

SKATE,

9 linn
A)UV17

THE undersigned have this day formed
X nership under the style of

BUTLER A

Copart*

a

SAVAGE,

for the transaction of

?. M. CAHSLET, SeCy.

Boxes magdalen,
datable for Weet India urket
-ALSO,-

4.000 Boxr, Extra Scaled,
1.300
Extra Large Sealed,
■’
IA00
No. 1,
SV1TABLK FOR C1TT OR COUXTRr TRADE.
800 Bbl*.
,*
edislm
Jult

MIDDLE
STREET.
lw
CHAN. DAY, Jr.

Copartnership Notice.

PICKLED HERRING.
DANA * CO.

Apples, Flour,

Together with

a

FAMILT

Liverpool

..

was

,.im

psiii

Various Items.

New York, Jan. 20.
The Philadelphia Inquirer has a letter from
Port Royal, dated the 18th, which says that
the gunboat Marblehead, from the blockade off
Charleston, reports that six deserters from
Foi l Sumter reached the Canandaigua on a
lbggy night. They report that a third of the
garrison of Fort Sumter have avowed their

New York, Jan. 20.
Steamship Kangaroo, from Liverpool 0th,

News anticipated.
mail steamer, for Aspimvall. i
has been detained until Thursday.
The Post has a rumor that Gen. Halleek has
determined to send a large part of the army
of the Potomac to the West.
intention to no longer tight under the ConfedThe Board of Underwriters have agreed to
erate flag, whereupon nearly all the garrison
reduce the war risk oil American vessels from
threw down their arms. They were half
three to two per cent.
famished, and their families were in want, owing
Commercial’s
disto non-payment for several months.
The ar'£he
special Washington
the
House
Committee
have
rival of other troops overawed the mutineers,
patch says
Military
a
favor
of
the
construcresolutio%in
and forced them to return to their duties. A
adopted
tion of a submarine telegraph along the Southlarge number of the prominent ones were,
ern coast.
however, in confinement, and would probably
tie shot. Their friends say if this is done,they
A Gang of Burglars Broken Up.
will avenge their deaths. The dissatisfaction
New York, Jan. 20.
among the reliel troops is wide spread. The
A gang of burglars have been broken up in
men are worked day and night, and arc half
Andover. Hanover aud Sussex counties, New
starved. They receive no money, and live
York. Three men were wounded in accomunder the iron rule ol despots. Scarcely a
plishing the arrest of one of the guilty parties. clay passe* without desertions.
None of the men were seriously injured.
The gunlioat Wissahickon recently drove
tiie rebels out of a battery at Branch Island.
Naval.
Presently they returned, a party of cavalry
New Y'ork, Jan. 20.
forcing them back to the guns. They again
Tlie steam frigate Sacramento,
Capt. Boggs, opened tire, and the Wissahickon received a
at Portsmouth, has been ordered after the
shot in her hull which uc-urly sunk her. She
Alabama.
came into Port Royal for repairs.

to-night.
The Champion

arrived

1

|

ALBION

49.

Before

true.

(Signed)

Persteamship

Arabia,

at

The nle* of
LIVERPOOL. .Ian. 10— Evening.
Cotton to day wero 6000 bale*. Tlie market doted
quiet and unchanged, with a better tone at the close.
Breadstuff* quiet but steady.
Provisions quiet but steady.

LONDON MONEY

93J

\LKR,

No. 166 Fore St. head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine.
Jan2 eod3w

'a

Window

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Rear

dcc23 3m

PLeal Estate,
.INVESTMENTS !

EXECUTED

20 HOUSES, at price* from f1000 to fWOO.
100 HOUSE LOI>, at price* from tguuto 43000.
2400,000 feet of FLATS
1,000,000 feet of LAM).
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial Street.

nor27dtf

—

nlalt

Pork—Brin ; Me«* 14 62 a, 14 75 for old ; Prime 11 50
(g, 13 U0 for old and new.
Sugar—firmer and more active; New Orleans 10]
ia 111; clarified 12 a 12]: Muscovado 10]; sales by
auction, New Orleans at 9] a 10].

('ofTee—qaiet.

dec 12

1*9

to Liverpool— dull; cotton nominal; flour
a 7d in bulk and ships' bags.
Wool—firm and excited ; sale** 50.000 tb* fleeces at
674 a 70; OUOO lbs pulled at 67: 150 lbs C ape at 36 vg)
36], and 9b bale* Adelaide at 81.

Freight*

For

2s; grain 61

41—EwViange
CHAKLEN

By-All the
recently

were

bodies of the Sioux Indians wh<*

aud

Citt

fish, and received for

oysters.”

his old customers, and
Jaul3 d2w

I
Portland,
January 9th, 1963. |

or

PROPOSALS will be received by the
Committer on Cemeteries lid Public Grounds,
the 96th
at tbe office of City Engineer, uutil
inst.. for the construction of a Tomb in
and specifications which may
! Cemetery, as per
be seen at City Engineer’s Office. The Committee
reserve the right to reject proposals not satisfactory.
Per order of Committee
A k.SHURTLEFF, Chairman.
jar9 td

SEALED

Monday,
Evcrgraea

plans

MU.of the firm is

name

A. P.

A. P.

janl9 d3w

MORGAN.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
E copartnership heretofore existing under the
name and style of BCROESS BROS, f CO., la
d«y dissolved by mutual cousent.

TH
this

Either party is authorized to
firm inliuuid'atiou.

use

the

name

of the

CHAS. 8. BURGESS.
IIENKY H. BURGESS.
Portland. January 1.1H»T2
janl d3w

a

J

l>lti

By*A little fellow who has just master?*

note of

haud, dated Wiscasset, Dec. 31st, 1963.

A for iutwo huudred and eight dollars K3-100ths,
chapters in the New Testament. !
sixty days to Dauiel Winslow at either
payable
bank iu Portland, (endorsed by him) and sigued by
as lie came iu shivering with cold from th
Alexander Johnson.
nearest patch of lee, where he had been watcl.
The finder is requested to leave it at the Eastern
! Express Office, the payment being stopped,
lng the skaters, told his mother he wished sh*
J S WINSLOW.
jan 20- 41
the weather.

a

tire in the oven

so

as

to

wart*

When asked what he meant, h*

archly replied, “Don’t the Bible say 4tomorrov
is cast into the oven!’99

NOTICE

I

At. A St. L. Railroad Stock.
"A TO 100 SHAKES WANTED by
WM H. WOOD.
janI5 dlw

ill;

XN> Bbl, Cboiee Brand FLOCK, for fhmfly lee,
hy
rue is deering,

Store 1

Agent* for Foy'a

_Hobeon's

oelO dim
jan3 2m

TO

Wharf, Amt of High Street.

Supporter.

Portland, Jan. 2d. 1863.

FORSALE & TO LET.

SMOKERS!
For Hale or lo be Let.

I have just received

HOUSE oa Lincoln street. In*
^8 BRICK
quire at the Merchant# Bank.
J»a».Jamil tf

fine lot of

a

XILLICKIHICX TOBACCO.
mi/rf, medium and map Also, a fine assortment
of NATURAL LEAF TOBACCO, including the
celebrated "May apple” brand.
Our assortment of

Choice Imported

on

I

Jan5

and will continue to

good

Floor,
THE Third Enquire

eorner of Middle
at 86 State Street.

streets.

a

TO REST.

copart*

manufacture

a*

In the second story, over Stare B
Middle street— Mitchell'# Building. PneeeaUoa
given immediately Inquire of
A. T. DOLE.
J»n! tf

CHAMBERS

Exchange Street.

modern built HOUSE, Xo 80 Daafbrth
tircet. suitable for a genteel family—newTAiniug fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J K hl.Mi. in rear of® Dan birth

MA
Street

deelBf

the old

HO Commercial Street.
H

BURGESS,

CHARLES S FOBES
Portland. Jan. Iff. 1863.
Janl d9w

CO.,

tor

ffffil

lUi|M

family

»

good Dwelling House.

ROGERS.

January lat. 1868.

janl 8m

Rail Road Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bo.id* of the
Kennebec aud Portlaud Railroad Co., with all
the interest coup.* us thereon ilu.-on the 15th of Off*
tober, 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
ia my hand*, fbr which receipts will be given aud
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock iu the
Portland k Kexxkbei Railroad. (.* acir organization.) mm soon as the books aud certificate* can be
prepared, in accordance w ith a vote of said CompaJ. S CLSUING,
ny. Nov. 8. 1882
Treasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroad.
decl8 dtf
Augusta, Dec. 16. 1862.

Annual Meeting.
of the Stockholders in the
COMPANY will be
Company, in Augusta, on
Wednesday, the 28th day of January instant, at ten
o'clock A. M .for the choice of officers, and tbs transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them.
By order of the Director*
J H WILLIAMS. Secretary.
Augusta, Jan. 9. 1863.
janl& td
Annual Meeting
THE
MAINE INSURANCE
held at the office of the

considerable experimanufacturing, but

to make arraugemcnU with
capital, w
persou having means, to operate a mill—either

cotton or woolen—and share the profit*. Can give
best of reference as to character and abilitv.
Please address B WOODWARD, Box 117. South

decl8cod2m

REWARD !
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
aud conviction of any person orpersoat stealing

PVEfrom the doors of

snbscribort.
PUBLISHERS OF THE

papers
dec26

Book ul

THE
fer*

our

PR~$8.

Periodical Depot For

Sale.
undersigned, being about to change hi* bus!-

ne*e. offer* iii* stock, and staud
a rare chance fer a man with a

Applv to
capital.
8—dtf
Oor.

larJan

for sale. This offew hundred dolCHARLES J CLARK.
Lougress and Chestnut st*.

Fair Columbia !

attention of Music l»ealer* and Bookseller*
'*
FAIR COa now National Song.
LUMBIA." by FroK.sk BxTt iielder. Any one
1‘aii.eorH.
PackW.
to
iu
20
cent*
sacloaiug
stamp*
ard. Portland. Me., will have a copy sent to him by
to
discount
the
trade.
Liberal
mail, postage paid.
Jan 14 eodeowtf

is called to
THE

and

oaa

oa

would be exchanged tor A

For particular* plea*e apply at 1T7 Middle Street.
N. I. MITCHELL,

Cooper'* stoop to Lot.

ON

Commercial Street, head of Uobeoa’tlWfcart.
Inquire of J H. HAMLES.
Office on Hobeoa’* Wharf.
*ep4tf

To Lot..
commodious Chamber ia tha northerly aor*
uer of the new brick block, orner of Lime and
Milk Street*, directly (being the market. Real ov.
Enquire at office or
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.
Sept. 16. 1*62.

THE

HOLDERS

Berwick, Maine.

—
ALSO—
one on Spring

aorteodtf

(HAR D

ence

Grocer

Portland

AUD WHOLE* A LK DEALER* 19f

subscriber, hat ing had
iu connection with
THE
without
ishe*

sale.

THE HOUSE on the corner of ProtP<H't and Casco street*—the besemeat
for a More. A good stand tor

Two LoU of Land,
Spruce street. Either

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

JOBS T. lOOWS.

and Tempi#
Janie

To be Lei.

STORE,

HENRY

CHAS. BAKER.

TO LET.

Uigant

hand, at

Corner of

Lobr Wharf

Store oa
LET. Apply to
JanlTdlw*

mo

PIPES

some

MORGAN «& CO.

the first few

would make

also

WANTED.

Copartnership Notice.
EDWARD HANNAFOKD was admitted a
partner with me on January 1, 1&3, and the

By* Fisbee, Agnew, & Co., Columbia, S. C..
city tos);
300 pounds of choice black tea at the low pric
Note paper is offered hi
of $0 per pound.
$1 a quire.
By* It is said that the French Minister M.
Thou venal, asked the Japanese Ambass&dc
raw

see

Proposals for City Tomb.

advertise iu the Guardian of that

“the same as you eat raw
silenced the Frenchman.

SIDE,

Nos. KAN Silver Street,

by the doctors for sci

answer,

S.niTII

W.

just below the old stand,

whare he will bo happy to
host of new ones.

entitle purposes.

how he could eat

—Ax.no

PORTLAND. Mb.

NEW STORE ON OPPOSITE

executed at Mankato, Minn.,

have beeu resurrected

Goods

are

Corset and Skirt

inform hi* friends aud the public that ho
\rolLD
ha» removed Irotn 17 Silver Street to the
? f

91^

Companr,.

We

•wrr*-.

SI’RITE OIMF.XsloX.all sines
DOORS, SASHES. BLINDS, LATHS, CLAPBOARDS—Fitted end Roagb.
OUTSIDE SASHES oa Sand.

and all other rood* usually (band ia

Flour, FrovisioiiM imd Produce
Ho. 15t9 Commercial 8treet,

Kemovai.

Harlem. 41
United States 6’a 1674 coupons,
88.
Unit<*d States 6’s 18*57 registered,. 96.
T. easury 7 8-10tha .101*
United States 6's one year certificates. 96*
Tennessee 6’a,. 62
65’
Missouri 6*s.
United States demand notes.144
Erie..
78,
Erie preferred,.lt»5
New York Ceutml,.118
Pacific Mail.164
25
Canton
Cumberland Coal Company,. 28,
147
American Gold.
Illinois Central Bonds, 1879.120

Ticking*,

BILKS. WOOLENS, DELAINES,

Dry

••

FORSALE.

AT VERT LOW PRICES FOR THE TIMES!

A

"
•*

GOODS, 300 000S*™#*®*"
8.W0 Sugar Bo, SHOOKS

Cettows and

81—41

nov20 eodtf

Stock Market.
New York. Jan. 20.
S+cond Board.—Stocks lower and less active, but
leave off stronger.
C hicago & Rock Island,. 94?
C hicago, Burlington k c^uincy,.106]
Cleveland k Toledo.
45}
Galena k Chicago.
96}
Illinois Centra) scrip. 94]
|
Michigan Southern guaranteed.106 I
Michigan Central. 971 {

( hieasaw
August*
Union
line Shipping Boards.
Spruce Plank.
( neap line Boards.
Pine Clapboards—plansd.

80.060 Spruce Clapboards.
100,000 Extra Cedar Shinglm
(iEO F. FOftTEB,
By
At the bead of Union Wharf.
Portland. Dec. lltb, IMS.
dtf

199

General

Ladies, Gentlemen and Boys.

6f> ••
"
66
••
60
Sno.fmo fret
Sb.UnO *•

English. IPrints,
DRESS

Portland, Me.
•

BUSHELS Extra

7

-HAVE-

PATTERNS l

by

Readiug.

...

JOll.Y T. ROVERS A

56;

M<4aast«—firm; New * trlrans new crop at 52
and
auction at 23 a 54 tor inferior to go«»d.

niddle Mreci

...

fair

at

At Wholesale !

60.OOO
lSO.OOO

LEADS, COLORS, JAPAN, AC.,

eod3m

Streak.

Mealing Corn.
400 Bbl, Stone Mill, Flour
7iWWt
,'AlU
ISO Bbl.. Arcade

SON,

and carry on the same kind of business
Arm. in all it* branches, at the old stand,

AT STONE HAM'S,
No. 16* 1-2 Middle 8t.

ova

prices—for sale br
•
WILLIAM L. WILSOH.
Portland, Dec. 10. IMS.
eodtf

AT STOKE-

THE

put up at short notice,

oar

Flour, Flour.
BEST BRANDS of Western and Canada
THE
family FJ.OV H
always be foand at ITS Cos*

Up Stairs.

H. C. LOVELL &

SHADES, of all dimensions, made, lettered and

lour, Fork and Lard.

BBLS. llnmberford Mill* Flour.
*A'
■»» Bbl,. < lear and Extra Fork.
fit)
Mess
100 Tuba Lard, from northern Hors, of
For
rale bv
packing.
J. T. RULERS ft CO..
8w
Xu IB turn me trial
jaul

MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.,

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the tirm name of

ORDER.

Street.

|
ft F

COAT CIAH1 FOE IUSUJB BEFORE Til USI!

BCROESS, FOBES * CO„
STORK

1 43. Milwaukee dub 1 44 g, 1 6»; Amber Iowa 1 51
»i 166;
Winter Red Western 155^159; Amber
Michigan 1 60; White Michigan 1 76.
Corn—dim; Mixed Western sound 86; do do unsound 7'2 « 144; White Western 86.
ttats—iu moderate demand.
a

Uavnf__

TO

HEKDS

can

LORISG’S DRUG

Fanry Painting,

*"

U

jpes* street,

constantly

Sign*. Banner*. Ornamental and

New York. Jan. 20.
Cotton—active slid lr higher; sale* 2100 bales at 76j
vl 76 for middling unlands.
Flour—State and Western without decided change;
Southern firm ; sales 1GU0 this; < anada steady ; sales
MO bbto.
Wheat—firm and lets active; Chicago spring 134

U. S. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

Slindes,

CLOTH & WIRE SCREEHS,

New York Mnrkel.

DRAUGHT

is worthy of all able bodied men who love a
•moke. MEERSCHAUM and BRIER-ROOT

MARKET—Contois

doted
for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—Illinois Central railroad 41 ft 40} discount; Erie railroad 43) a, 44.

at

W. UI

i

ON

SELS

200 Bbl*. Western Mess BEEF.
For sale by
W. 11. SllAW k SON,
» < ommercial

-ALSO-

Sam’l P. Hktwood,
Justice of the Peace.

JOH\

Halifax.

4*raws Seed and .Mess Beef.

2,000

RESTAURANT.

ENGLISH ALE

me.

Commercial.

at the

Meals at all hoars, cooked to order.

not sub-

Commonwealth of MassaekBsetti.
Suffolk as.. Boston. Dec. 14, 1862.
Personally appeared <>eorge A. Curtis, President,
an
William M
I-athrop. Secretary of the above I
Company and severally made oath that the above
statement, hr them subscribed, is. in their belief

manner,

SMITH,

At hiH New Store,
Nos. 6 A 8
Silver Street.
Janl3Sw

OYSTERS,
Cooked iu the best

aaaortment of

GROCERIES,

( HAS. W.

HEW TORE AHD VIRGINIA

j

scribed for? None.
Wbat amount of tbe capital consists of
the stockholders'notes? N ne.
GEO. A. CURTIS, President.
(Signed)
WM M LATHKOP, Secretary.
(Signed)

Jau8

d3w

Portland. January 1, 1463.

good

a

—FOB BALK BY—

AT 33 1-2 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Ja.,

Ac.

KA/l BBLS BALDWIN APPLES.
tJVPV/ 4,000 Lbe. DRIED APPLES
80 Tub. BITTER.
60
LARD.
T5 Bushel, BEANS.
300 Bbl* FLOCK, (different
grade*,)

Wholesale Commission Businem,
RALPH BUTLER,
W. H. 8AVAOK.

demand
P”®

MERCHANDISE.
»BirriI« HERRMfiT

Kci.il Pr.ce *3 00— at

114

invited.

J*"19_

Walkiso Doll—an aiuiming tor for Children.

j»nlO

Uwii

,f«r order of Committee.

The Palcat Autopcripatctikos!
Or

T

education

vpou

(^wtlbmkm’s

SKATES!

D°a*ai

w

auk

A

A

nun

Qnmtion for DiKMioi.
Rewired, That the dictated of oosae^sce

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
my office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be expected to use them on and alter this
date, (Januarv 1, 1463.)
When sold in sums less than one dollar, paymeot
required in Postal Currency.
Office Hours—9 to 12J AM; 2 to 4} P. M.
NATH L J. MILLER. Collec or
Jan 12 dtf
1st District State of Maine.

Junt

L

ftMysaj«» «.«»T?-sa!WB
Th* Public

notjoeT

|

from California.
Sab Fbascihco, Jan. 20.
Money easy and accumulating. Exchange
payable in Atlantic currency 27 cents discouut:
sterling 47 1-2; legal tender notes 70.
The Northern Coast steamer has arrived,
with $40,1**) in treasure from British Columbia. and $50,000 from Oregon.
The British steamer Kobt. Lowe arrived at
VictorialOlli, and is expected here the first of
February, to take her place on the new line
between Japan and China.

1MS,

?®*f’ e«h—«o be had at
Mu«icni?,*rTi<'tk®*o®°
*’,bt Booketoree. and at the door Pa!ae*§
Donr.
PorUanS]' JH isffgSZ* tocomm®“°* U r* <>■*>*■

In.uraare,

J. W. 3II KOEK.

1,940 00

ain't119

or

be del*.

Wednesday Evening,Jan. si,

that may be wanted.

48.150 48,160 00

by the Company,

will

NEW CITY
HALL,

Removal!

'•

arc owne

Cow

Th« Celebrated Iilah
Orator.
MB. MASON JONES.

_

The Speaker stated that the pending question was on referring the President’s messaga
of yesterday to a committee of five Represen-

Lectures.

Uc,an "

The undersigned has removed his Office to
7,799,883

,.
12. Amount of
bank stocks? State amount
of each kind, aud par value and market value of each.
par value, market val.
Elliot Bank.400share,, loo 4 i,ono 100 40.000
40
100 4.000 114 4.560
Bovlaton,
80
00 4.800 06 5.280
State,
100 2,000 116 2,820
Exchange 20
>>
40
loo 4.000 114 4,680
Tremont,
loo 3,500 li»> 3.500
Blackatone, 35
"
7
loO
Eagle,
700 108
766
57
100 5.700 108 6,156
Granite,
80
1(« 8.000 100 8,000
Howard,
01
loo 9,100 100 S.loO
Maverick,
100
North,
100 10,000 93 9.300
Atlantic.
60
100 6,000 83 4,150
Bankof Commerce,
75 sharer,
100 7,600 102) 7.687
North America. 90
100 9,000 103 9,270
B k of llepublic,5o ••
loo -6.000 93 4,650

deem pro[>er.

TefodM?"

NMENTsT*

-BY—

t200,000
300,000

970—81,940

...

the

Dozen I

ALLEN’S FKU1T
13 ft id

11. Amount of State stocks ? State amount
of each kind.aud par value aud market
value of each.
P- v.persh. m.v. persh.
Mass.six per cent 18tH
and 1866
1 00-8,000 10*1-8,640
City of Boston 6 per
cent 1867.
1000 30,000 1080 21.600
City of Boston 6 jmt
cent 1877
l'JOO 7,000 1130 7,910
City of Salem 5 per
cent 1992 and 1987,1UU0 10,000 1000 10,000

Adjourned.

Only 20 Cents per
--AT-

tatives and four Senators.
Mr. Washburue withdrew his motion to that
effect, and the message was referred to the
Committee on Wavs and Means.
On motion of itfr. Kellogg, of Illinois, the
Committee on Postal and Military Railroads
between Washington and New Vork, be em"
powered to examine witnesses, under oath, as 13. Amount of railroad stocks? State
to probable cost, receipts, Ac.
of each kind, aud par value and marOn motion of Mr. Pike, the Secretary of
ket value ol each.
the Navy was requested to inform the House
par value, market val.
Boston k Worcester
what action should lie taken relative to the
K K Co..80 shares, 100 8,000
129) 10,890
appointment of Midshipmen, as suggested in Boston k Providence
bis annual report.
100 sharer,
100 10,000 128 12,800
l Mr. Thomas, of Massachusetts,from the Ju- Eitchburg, 76 rliares, 100 7,500 111) 8,362
.4.. i.:., A..
i.t<»
.....I ......I
100 6,900 140
Western, 69 shares,
9.660
diciary Committee, submitted an explanatory
An address of sympathy to Mr. Lincoln was
resolution of the text law, that the salaries of
11)194 \rj
receiving signatures at Birmingham. It ex- the President, Vice President, Judges of the 14. Amount of railroad bonds ? State am t
of each kind, and par value and marpresses a strong belief in the federal cause as
and
iuferior
Courts
be
Supreme
exempted
ket value of each.
that of humanity, religiou and freedom, and
from tax.
par value, market val.
ardently hopes lor its success.
The House considered the resolution of the
Western R. R. Co.
The Liverpool Chamber of Commerce has
Bonds,6 per ct. 1875 1000 10.000 110 11.000
Committee on Elections, that Win. Vanderlier
referred the action of the New York Chamber ; u nut entitled to a seat in the
Ogdeufrburg, 7per ct, 1000 3.000 90 2.700
House, since he
of Commerce touching the Alabama, to the j was mustered into the service
of the United
13,000
13,700 00
Imperial Committee.
States as Col. of the Dili Iowa regiment in
15. Cash value of real estate owned by tbe
A proclamation had been issued for ParliaCompany? None.
Septendier, 1801.
16. Amount of cash ou hand?
ment to assemble on the 5th ol February.
5,713 56
Mr. W’asbhurne’s motion to postpone it was
17. Ain't ofc&idi in hands ofagents?
There were rumors of considerable reducto. 50 against 74.
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of real esdisagreed
tion in navy estimates.
A resolution declaring Mr. Y-andever not
82.40000
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
A meeting to urge a restoration of the Galentitled to a seat was adopted.
19,704 61
2i>. Amount loaned without collateral?
way subsidy was about to be held in Dublin.
Mr. Maynard raised a question that the res21. Amount of all other investments?
olution expelled Mr. Vandever.and that the
22 A mount of premium notes ou risks terFRANCE.
minated?
The Paris Mouiteur publishes an account of i Constitution in such cases required a vote of
Amount of borrowed money
23.
.specify iug
the battle of Fredericksburg, written by a \ two-thirds.
collateral* given for the same?
The Speaker overruled the point.
24. Amount offoaaes due and unpaid ?
military eye witness. He says the Federals
Mr. Maynard appealed from the decision.
25. Amouut of losses claimedand unpaid?
marched with a consciousness of impending !
of log*e* reported upon which
Pending the question on the appeal, the 26. Amount
disaster.
The rapidity of the Confederate
the liability of tbe Company is not deHouse
went
into
a Committee of the
Whole
movements is described as marvellous.
The ,
termined *
on the hill providing ways and means for the
27. Amount of all other claim* against tho
Federals, on the contrary, are represented as
of the government.
Company? [Unclaimed dividends ]
1,496 78
having moved with slowness and incapacity, I support
28. Amount of ca*h received for premiums
A debate followed.
and their generals are not doubtfully sitoken
ou tire risks?
67,312 89
Mr. Spaulding, in behalf of the Committee
of.
29. Amount of cash received for premiums
on Ways and Means,
on marine risks?
proposed an amendment
The Minister ol Public Works has ordered
30. Amount of notes received for preminms
to the first sections, which were agreed to, so
an enquiry into the distress of the cotton
opou lire risks?
as to authorize the
Secretary of the Treasury 31. Amount of notes received for premiums
eratives.
to borrow from time to time $: #*>,000,000 for
on marine risks?
ITALY.
the current fiscal year, and $*100,000/100 for
32. Amouut of cash received for interest?
18,810 91
An important correspondence of the Bour33. Amount of income received from all
the next fiscal year, mid issue therefor coupons
bon conspirators at Koine has been seized.
other sources?
or registered bonds,
payable at the pleasure of 34. Amount of Are losses paid last year? 41,71068
SPAIN.
the government after 20 years from date, and
35. Amouut of marine losse* paid lutvear?
of a denomination of not less that $50, as be
80. Amouut of dividend paid the last year? 2 '.809 28
In the Cortez Senor Mon accused England
( 37. Amount
paid for expenses of office?
9.723 50
of using Spain to improve her actions with i may deem expedient, liearing interest at the I
88. Amouut of other
4,217 71
of
rale
not
Mexico. He regretted that the Spanish troops
exceeding 6 per cent, per annum, 39 Amount received expenditures?
in cash for Are risks
had not gone with the French. Senor Collannot terminated?
payable semi-annually iu coin.
63,790 33
40. Amount required to re-insure all outMr. Thomas, of Massachusetts, offered an
tes replied, and Mon's opposition amendment
standing risks? Impossible to determine.
amendment which was agreed to, making the
w as rejected by a majority of
seventy-eight.
41. Amount of premum notes on risks not
coupons or registered bonds payable at the
terminated ?
PRUSSIA.
pleasure of the government after 20 years front 42. Amount of delinquent notes not chargThe King in reply to a new year's address,
ed to proAt and loss?
date in coin.
said the present position of atfairs was misunMr. Spaulding moved to strike out the re- | 43. Highest rate o! iutcrcst received? Six
He intended to maintain and proper cent.
derstood.
striclion of the sale of bonds at not less than
44. Highest rate of interest paid on money
tect the Constitution, and was compelled to
borrowed? None.
par so that the Secretary may, iu bis discretion,
40. flow marry shares or the capital stack
carry out what be considered essential to the
disjspst: of them at any time upon the best
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
welfare of the country, without regard to the
terms he can obtain.
46. Balance to creditor profit and lota aclacl of his being misunderstood.
Pending the consideration of this amendcount?
61.140 91
Gen. Millisen, Prussian ambassador at Tunis,
ment the Committee rose.
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
against whom strong grounds of exception
Adjourned.
48. How many share# of tbe capital stock
were taken, was to be transferred to Home.

some

Railway Traffic.—The receipts on the
Grand Trunk Railway for the week ending
Jan. loth were,
$80,483 25

RETUR.HT

§ ^

u-.cn;

iiant*

treaty; W. 8. Avery of New Hampshire, do at
Cape Town; T. R. Hibbard, of New York, do
at Sierra Leone: Joseph Smith, George \V.
Storer, Francis H. Gregory, Silas H. String-

Sumner, from Committee on Foreign
Affairs, reported a bill to pay the French
Spoliation Claims.
Mr. Hale, from the Naval Committee, reported back the bill to authorize letters of
marque and reprisal, and said he should call it
up at an early day.
Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, Introduced a
bill lor the prompt administration of Military
justice and better government of the military

A bill to reorganize the Court of Claims was
taken up and several amendments
adopted.
At the expiration ol the morning hour, the
special order, the bill for the discharge of the
State prisoners was taken up but postponed
on motion of Mr. Trumbull
by a vote of 23
against 13.
A number of amendments to the Court of
Claims bill was rejected.
Mr. Grimes moved to substitute a bill repealing the original bill establishing the Court.
Mr. Foster moved to table the bill.
On the question being taken it was found
that a quorum was not present.

The bullion ill the Bank of England has decreased £321,001).
The Paris correspondent of the Times says
since the defeat at Fredericksburg jthe Emperor has again turned his thoughts to American affairs.
The correspondent is informed on
good authority that steps have been takeu, or
are ou the point of being taken, to resume the
overtures already made unsuccessfully to Mr.
Lincoln's government, and this time it is hoped
with a prospect of a better result.
The Army and Navy Gazette says Confederate Generals have been overpraised; that to
stand aud tight has been their great strategy.
Not one of them seems to have made a campaign with a purpose. Not one has had Hit!
capacity to understand the value of victory.
They have done anything but follow events,
and make good use of the energy aud zeal of
their soldiers. Let some leader arise ou either
side who can lead a few squadrons, to press
one of these broken armies, anil the war will
not languish in a bloody trail of gigantic
skirmishes.
On New Years’ eve an address was voted to
President Liucolu at a large meeting held at
Loudon, under the auspices of the Emancipation Society. Minister Adams, in acknowledging the address for transmission, says he has
no doubt the President will receive it as an
encouraging testimonial of independent witnesses to the maiiuer iu which lie is endeavor-

_

THE MCDOWELLCOURTOF

MISCELLANEOUS.

forces of the United States.
A bill to alter the Judicial districts of the
United States, placing Michigan and Ohio iu
the "ill district was passed.
A bill authorizing the President to negotiate
a treaty with certain Indian tribes was
passed.

February.

Wednesday
The Trouble* with the Sioux Indian*.

morning.
Municipal

Halifax.

Reports were again current that Napoleon
intends to recommend an armistice in America.
Minister Dayton had ail interview with the
Emperor; also with the French Minister ou
Foreign Affairs.
It is also asserted that the English government perseveres in refusing to interfere in any
manner with American aflairs.
Parliament was convoked for the 5th of

Senate.

Quimby.

M Sweat for Libellant.

at

GREAT BRITAIN

Confirmation*

INSURANCE

SENATE.

Weather Hue.
The steamship Scotia arrived at Queenstown
on the 10th.
The Arabia has 33 passengers for Boston.

Wash-

ington.

versus

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Seoond Session.
Washington-, Jan. 20.

EUROPE.

Halifax, N. S., Jan. 20.
The steamship Arabia, from Liverpool lOlh,
via. Queenstown 11th, arrived at 0.30 this
morning, and sailed for Boston at 10 o’clock.

Clark of the

by

IRON

I

Mr.

Portland Daily Press.

Rev. Wm. R.
Chestnut street M. E. Church, after which the
was

LATER

TO THE

Tuesday.
SiUKpme Judicial Court opened this morning,
JWnge Cutting of Bangor presiding. Prayer

——^—

TWO DAYS

T. Let.

AlA The l,rge Houee ob tbo eornor of MM*
fflrfB die and Willow Si root., recently occa*
A Richard, u a boardllllli pied by Mr*. C.Poeseeatoa
given immedi*
lilti^R in/ hou«e.
For
of

mi^^alcly.
oc26tf

particular! enquire
JOIIR C. PROCTOR

INTERNAL REVENUE.
FIRST COLLECTIONOISTRICT.IAIIIL
of the Act

of Com
purtnance
thtRirovieiont
entitlod “An Act
INgryw
provide Internal Rarethe (Government and
the interest
of

to

pay
Public Debt." approved July 1. 190. Iharaby
give notice that I have received from the Aeeeaaar of
the Flret Collection IHetrict in the State or Maine,
hi. Return of the Taxee and Dutiee aeerued ia tha
mouth ut' liecember. IMS—that the Mid taxes hove
become due aud payable, and that I will be in attendance at my office over W Commercial -treet.Portland from the 12th to the Mth day of January, 1MR
lor the purjHwe of reeelvtag Mid taxee xnd grant tog
Liccu.ce lo ail pereone within that portion of the
Flrvt liietriot included in the County ot C umberland.
Aud 1 Ihrther give notice, and cull attention to the
.ollowing provi.lone of the Act :—"All peraoaa who
uue to
on the

aupport

•hall neglect to pay the dutiee and tore• eo u aforesaid arMeaed upon them, to the Collector or big Dew.
utice, within ihe time, above ipecided. ehall he /inkle
to pay ten per rentum lulditiouai upon the amewak

And I would aleo call attention to tha Mlowtaa
prnvieiou of the Mid Act reepecting Lieeaeee
“If anv pei.on or pereone ahall exeeetM or carry a.
any tnide or buttmett heretnaftor mentioned, ffir the
exrrei.ing or carrying on of which trade or bmineM
a Hcenac ia required by thia Act, wtthoat taking Mt
Mich lieemw a. Ill that behalf required, he. ehe. eg
—

thev, ehall. for every such offence.re.pectivelv IbdWt
peualty equal lo three time a the muntnl if the da*$
turn of money imp nut fur tech tirenee
RATA L j MII.LKR.
Collector of the Firat ( :lection Dietriet la tbo State
of Maiue
Portland. Jan 10th, IMS
JenU dMt
e

or

Nltlk Ronlf tar Sslf.
thie office, or No 92 F.xchange
hear of a chance to buy a “MILK
hlch there ie not a euetomor who has
Ihiled to nay hie month/y biite. A favorable chaaao
la thue offered to any one who may wteh to engage la
the bu.iu.-w, or to enlarge hie praeont "route."
novll eodtf

By

inquiry

one

at

can

ROITK," iu

w

St,

•

Of New Orleans Mr. Russell speaks in terras
which lead us to believe that its present state
under the iron rule of Gen. Butler must be un
the
Improvement on its former condition,
blood curdles as the eye reads the description
of the New Orleans jail, where murderers and
burglars are herded with boys undergoing imprisonment for trifling robberies; where accused persons, waiting for trial, are made to
associate with the vilest reprobates of a vicious city; and lctnale pauper lunatics are
confined in the same court, though in different
galleries, with felons condemned to death.—
Well may Mr. Russell exclaim, “Shame and
horror to a Christian land!” Such is the special corcespondent's picture of the South;—
such his description of the Southerners whom
Mr. Spence, a few months since, was painting
as refined and chivalric gentlemen, anxious to
till their ancestral acres in pastoral simplicity,
and be at peace with all the world. It is needless to state that Mr. Russell charges the slave
States with lieing “mainly responsible for the
defiant, irritating and insulting tone commonly used to us by American statesmen.”

_MISCELLANY._
Southern Leaders through

English

Spectacles.
Sketches of the personal appearance of the
leaders of the rebellion begin to abound in
the English periodicals. Blackwood for January is a perfect Hogue’s Gallery. Here are
two portraits, clipped from an article entitled
“A Month's Visit to

quarters,-’

the Confederate Head-

and said to be written

by

a

British

officer:
QEXKBAL LEE.

Adjupresented to
tant-General, we
the Coinandor-in-Ohief. He is a stronglybuilt mau, about live feet eleven in height,
and apparently not more than fifty years of
age. His hair" and beard are nearly while:
our letters to
were in turn

Having presented

the

but his dark brown eyes still shine with all
the brightness of youth, and beam with the
Indeed his whole
most pleasing expression.
face is kindly and benevolent in the highest
degree. In manner, though sufficiently convertible, he U slightly reserved; but he is a
person that, wherever seen, whether in a
castle or in a hovel, alone or in a crowd, must
at once attract attention a« being a splendid
speciineu of au English gentleman, with one
of the most rarely handsome faces I ever saw.
He bad had a bad fall during the Maryland
expedition, from which he was not yet recovered, and which still crippled his right baud

Portland and New York Steamers.

Steamships
splendid
“CHESAPEAKE,” ( apt. Wii.lett,
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Ho»pxai, will, until farther notice,

Pillows:
I^eave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
b North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8o’clock. P. M
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodation*
this the most speedy, safe and
for passengers,
com fort able route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastpogt and St.
ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
•learners as early as 3 P. M., ou the day that thep
loave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EM tin* FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
B CROMWELL * CO., No. 86 West Street,
H
run a*

JACKSON.

General Lee. we drove to
Bunker’s hill, six miles nearer Martinshurg, at
which place Stonewall Jackson, now of worldwide celebrity, had his head-quarters. With
him we spent a most pleasant hour, and were
agreeably surpiised to find him very athihlc,
having beeu lead to expect that he was silent
and almost morose. Dressed in his gay uniform, he looks the hero that heis;ana histhin,
compressed Ups and calm glance, which meets
yours unflinchingly, give evidence of the firmness and decision of character for which he is
so famous.
He has a broad, open forehead,
from which the hair is well brushed back ; a
shapely nose, straight and rather long; thin,
colourless cheeks, with only a very small allowance of whisker; a cleanly-shaven upper
lip and chin; and a pair of greyish-blue eyes,
rather sunken, with overhanging brows, which
intensify the keenness of his gaxe, but without
imparting any fierceness to it. Snell are the
general characteristics of las face; ami I have
only to add that a smile seems always lurking
about his moutli when he. speaks; and that
though his voice partakes slightly of that
harshness which Europeans unjustly attribute
to all Americans, there is much unmistakable
cordiality in bis manner; and to us he talked
most affectionately ol England, and of his brief

Upon leaving

uui

eujujauie

element

seems

sojourn

inert*.

lire

niAing

Suebec,

New York.

Dec 6.18

Weekly Mail Line.
ONE of the following first-el ass, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA m otiaN—will sail from Quebec every Sat u rday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Train*
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 I*. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

morning.

Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third ( lass, $.’18. tirst Class. $77 to $OT—according
to accommodation,—wMch includes ticket* on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn ticket* issued at reduced rates.
Excursion ticket* to the World’* Fair, out and

strongly develop'd in him; and

is perfectly free from
evident that he is a
person who never loses sight of the fact that
there is an omnipresent Deity ever presiding
over the minutest occurrences of life, as well
as over the most important.
Altogether, as
one of his soldiers said In talking with me
of him, “lie Is a glorious fellow!” and after I
left him 1 left that I had at last solved the
mystery of Stonewall Bridge, and discovered
why it was that he had accomplished such almost miraculous feats.
With such a leader men would go anywhere,
and face any amount of difficulties; and for
myself I believe, that inspired by the presence
ofsurh a man, I should be perfectly Insensible to fatigue, and reckon upop success as a
moral certainty.
Whilst General Lee is regarded in the light of infallible Jove, a man
to be reverencqd, Jackson is loved and adored
with all that childlike and trustful affectum
which the ancients are said to have lavished
the particular deity presiding over their
Irs. The feeljng of the soldiers for General Lee resembles that which Wellington's
troops entertained for him—namely, a fixed
and unshakable laitli in all he did, and a calm
confidence of victory when serving under
him. But Jackson, like Napoleon, is idolized
with that intense fervor which, consisting of
mingled personal attachment and devoted loyalty, causes them to meet death for his sake,
and bless him when dying.

back. $186.

Edmonctone, Allan * Co., Montreal,or to
J. L. FARMER.
No 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

Apply

HOTELS._

Here is another from the

“ELM

House,
on Federal Street, Portland,-■ nd invites
|
J_ the travelling rommnnitv to call and sec it
he knows “how to keep a hotei.” ( lean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t-ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induceure

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAG, MAINE.

BsSsmTIIK Mtbseriber would very respectfully anfriends, and the
J!JflL2Nnouuce to his numerous
the temporary
{•B3j(ilpubuc generally, iliat during
*
Mcompnlsorv suspension of his business he
has furnished this welJ-kuowu house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers. and hones by atnet attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has

of the character of

description of

hitherto received.

E. G. MAYO.
d&wtf

Paseadumkeag, June 28.1802.

BATH HOTEL,
By c. m. plitmmf;

ft

JJAul
”11

886, Washivotov St., Bath.
•••Terms f 1 per day. Stable

THE SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN.

At to the ferocity and cowardice of Southern
duels, Mr Russell substantiates all that previous English writers have advanced. “Well,”
said the Governor of Mississippi, “I think our

in Jackson is a murder a month;”but
the Governor used a less ofl'eiaqvu term than
murder. At Jacksou the travSergained much
information aliout the dueilo. ‘T learned,” he
says, “many valuable facts. I was warned, for
example, against the Impolicy of trusting to
small-bored pistols or to
pocket six-shooters in
case of a close tight, because;
suppose you hit
man
he
your
mortally,
may still run in upon
vou and rip you up with a bowle knife before
he fails dead; whereas if you drive a good
heavy bullet into him, or make a hole in him
with a Derringer
ball, he gets faimish and
drops at once." Here again is useful instruction : “If a gentleman witli whom you are engaged In altercation moves his hand towards
his breeches pocket or behind his back, you
must smash him or shoot him at once, lor he
is either going to draw his six-shooter or puli
out a bowie knife or to shoot you
through the
lining of his pocket. The latter practise is
considered rather ungentlemanly, but it has
been more honored lately in the observance
than in the breach.”
Of Great Britain the
average

Southern gentlemen displayed equal ignorance

and disdain. To them we are a race of cowards because we have put down dueling, and
country is but “a sort of appanage of their
Indeed the old boast of
cotton kingdom.”
“Cotton.is King” was repeated to Mr. Bussell
witli a frequency and emphasis that sorely irrit ited him at the time, and makes lifin now say
“Liverpool and Manchester have obscured ail
Great Britain to the Southern eye.” Another
article In tire true Southern creed is: “Great
Britain is In mortal fear of France, and is abjectly subdued by her great rival.”

conn*,'*

with house.

Bath, June 28. 1862.
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§AGADAHOCH HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.
BATH, MAINE.

EC&n THE
City of Bath is
,oc*,i,io*
the

JrtMkrm

°»

one

of

coast

of

Maine—delightful-

on the Kennebec, twelve
i'PH'1 l»v
from the sea. and affords one of the

1

miles

most
of our

inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil
large cities.
The 8aoai>ahock is one of the finest, most
spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

within thaee minutes walk of the
Depot, steamboat
Landing, Post office. Custom House, tc., being directly in the business centre of the City.

Terwia Movie rate by the Week or Day,
Bath, June 23, 1862.
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Standard

SCALES.
These celebrated Scale* are still made bv the
inal inventors, (and only by them,) and are
stant y receiving all the improvements which
long mpcrienceand skill can suggest.

They

are

origcon-

their

operation.

For sale, in every variety, a*
Hay, Coal and Railroad Bcaleat
BUTCHERS'. GUOCERS'. DRUGGISTS’, CON-

FECTIONERS' and GOLD

O A. L 1C S !

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,
a

by

—

Milk Street—corner of Batterymarch Street,

Poston.
Sold in Portland
oc25

hy EMERY

k

Apple*.
pbbl.16'X® 1 7.R
Sliced P lb.6fa04<.

< orel

P lb.64 (®6j
Uncored p lb.2f® 3
Bread.

Duty

30 pc.

id.

14

Iran.

Duty

Pip

fa 16

and

Stamp 86,
liar not exceeding $60 p
ton value 817 p ton, exceeding 860 P ton 818,
less than $ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,

rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or more
th<m 4 inches square 820,
Pai/rtHid 812 50, Boiler
and Plate 826 P ton,
Sheet 2«2jc p fb rind

p 100 lb§ 86 j <® 6|
Ship.4* i® 44
f.‘ia6 p ton.
Cracker* per bbl.. 3®J 3j
Cracker*, p 100 86 ®40c Common.8ffa 3J
Kelined
Batter.
4® 4i
Swede.6 ®
Duty 4c p lb.
Family p lb.22 %24c Norway. Of® 7
Store.16 ®16 Cast Steel.22 <®24
Pilot

l)rng« and Dye*.
Duty: p lb— <Hl i'innattpoi 82. Oil Almonds ana
Otto of Hose 81 60, Oit
Bergamot, Cassia and
Cloves 81. Hydriodatf
Potash 76c, Cantharides
Mastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb.
Cardamons, OH Lemon.
Anise and Orange, Iodine 60c. Tolu ana Crude
■%.

SA.YIBEOI

WISE.

POR

PHV8ICIASP'

Weakly

UPK.

j
I

nebec Railroad for \ ...alhoro*. Waterville Ken.
dall’a Mill, and Skowhegan; ami at Kendall'.
Mill,
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Hum
ham. I*fttsficld, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on
the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Koads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

t

STAGS CONNECTIONS.

WATERHOUSE.

fAery

iam

iy,ai

tins

season,

suouiu

Europe for its medicinal and beneficial

celebrated iu

as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic. Diuretic, aud
qualities
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,
used in
and American
and by
European
Hospitals,
aud America.
some of the first families in

Europe
TONIC
It' as no equal, causing an appetite and building
up
the system, being eutirely a pure wine of a most valAS A

ZYLOBALSAMUM,

uable grape.

AS A

Tbp

frrnt unequalled I'm immllnna fer
Mentoring. I nv igoroi in*. Urn ui if jins
si ml ilreaainff the Ilnir.

r»ON OF

to

SPEER’S

the llair.
it

kevfb

To Restore

tails

Urey

Mfeiir

TO

Its Original Youthful Color
V\ Vfc wo\ IV 0v\«,
Rut nets directly upon the roots (f the Ilnir, glvlrg
them the natural n* nrl-htnert required, jr-during tLo
Fame vitality and Inxuricns quantity us m youth.

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
adtniied for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
organs, nd a blooming, soft and healthy skin aud

Vov ~iittAv.cs, wvvA CVvvVAvtw

a

require# frequent dressing il e ZvloUalha* no equul. No lady s toilet
Is complete without It
Bold bj Druggists throughout the World.
PRINCIPAL HALES

^

OFFICE

^198 Greenwich Street^New-York City.

is over me

Army Regulation*.
53
«Dt 27.1882.

Ewbtmgc

Street

dli

Land in Franklin, Me.
15,000 Acres of Land—supposed to
tain.
ABOUT
average, about five thousand of stumto
of
hemlock and

con-

on nn
an acre,

pine, besides

spruce,
page
much hard wood, and a go d

growth of young.thrifty juniper—a pond or late, near the centre, o. about
1000 *ic 1 es. with a good water power at its outlet.—
This pond flows, by the iiresent dain, about 1000 acres
of tneadow. which can be
put into grass, to great ad-

by withdrawing the tin wage.
The Mill i* t,ut a short distauce from tide
water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
I Ins property
by mortgage fell into the hand* of
the imwent owners, who reside nt a
distance, and the
mud will be sold at an
immense bargain to anv one
who has the facility and
inclination to manage it.
for tart tier information
apply to Col. J. L. Lawlevi iiAitn.RTT ft co.,
dgcl6
2
Wharf. BooTOO.

;r‘«
dlaw8y_Wo. Lea,

Vermont Butter.

2K

TUBS

Prime, for .ole bv
J

K.

WEKK8 ft CO.

TIIROircHII TICKETS

Tq.tr.iT
1

YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BAI.TIMoltKaml WASIIINOTON. and in alt part, of
tbe WE8T and SOUTH ami NORTH WEST. via. all
tho most po/;uhJf- route, and at the Uneett Hot ton
rate,, for .ale b7
W. D. LITTLE. Agent.
Oat. 2.
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Office 81 Exchange St.

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.
DR. H. J. BOTYTOV,
UIIDI1CI

DISEASES OF THE EYE AXD EAR.

FROM

This celebrated Female Medicine,
Portland Kerosene
possessing virtues unknown of any- !
thing else of the kind, and proving
Illuminat'g Oil fjj 'SOOc
Sulphur.6 @ 6j
ness; Constitutional and either Weaknesses iu youth,
effectual after all others have failed,
Ssl Soda.8J@ 4 Machine.80 6 82
and the more advanced at ail ages, of
is designed for both married and sin1
( amphor.140a, W Clarine.
ladies, aud is the very best thing
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
Cream Tartar.3o @66 Sw>nn Winter .208(6210
nown for the purpose, as it will
Logwood ex.12} a 14 Whale, ref. Wint 98 «100
on the monthly sickness in cases
bring
do.
Crude.90
Magnesia.2S
DR. L. DI.V8
&92
,
of obstructions, from any cause, and
Indigo, M'la, fine 81} a 2 Grand Bank and
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
after al
Madder.17cd 18
Bay CbtUeur £26 £29
|f ther remedies*of the kind
have be*?., tried in vain.
21 Rndicott street* Boston, M it «*•,
Opium. 89} «9) •Shore.24 d2*»
OVER 2000 BOITLEft hare now
Rhubarb.2""" 22i Linseed.fl 80*139
is so arranged that
never see or hear each
been
sold without a single failure,
*i9»
Alcohol.94
Boiled.140*142
! other. Recollect, the only entrance to his Office is
when taken as directed, and without
Fluid.1 10 *121 Lard Oil.1 0061 oft
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least
to
in
case.
health
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90
Olive
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2
injury
Oil.1 75*1 80
any
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Camphene.
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Saltpetre.11 a23 Pastor Oil.220*2 25
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Free.
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Harwood.2}®
who will say or do anything, even perjure
P bush.1
by
Quacks,
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Hraz.il Wood.18 a
quarter strength, S3 per bottle.
Paint*.
themselves, to impost* upou patients) that he
Cariwood.4j® 4. Ihity On White L< ad dry
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all
other
cases,
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M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
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ilknson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church, ; tradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
Citron.42 a 45 Cadiz.none
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "umial
If
has
doubts as to the value
Philadelphia.
any one
Pea Nuts
*2)o2) Sack* Salt. none.
curing, or "the
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical j lee" may be obtained tor
Figs, common-none. tir'd Butter Salt. 22 (g
dollar"
or "fraction of itmay be obtained for the
New Eleme
1*ca 22
Starch.
|
value by addmising a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
is thus that many aie deceived also.and
I Nostrum. It
Lemons, p box 92 a 2) Ituty 20 pc ail ral.
I uselessly spend large amounts for expciiiucuts with
Philadelphia. Oct. 17, 1862.
Orangea— Havana... 2 60 Pearl.6f,® 7)
quackery.
Raisins,
Potato. 30a 4
From injuries received in my right eye, w hen a
Blue pcask.16*a 16
DR L DIX 8
Shat-p 1001b* ItftJ^lo
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
Black
88 a 10 Drop. apt la.
charges are very moderate. Communications saconsequence of which I suffered constant martyrBunch P box 875a 3 87) Buck.
confidential, mud all may rely on him with the
credly
Laver. .3#7«4W
dom. Every moment of my waking life w as embit- 1 strictest
Sonp.
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
Date#.7 iq 9c Ituty 35 pc a// val.
the disease, condition or situation of any one, martered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
1
Prunes.8)a'10j Loathe k Gore's, Trowried or single.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to withFlaar—Portland* insp. bridge k Smith’s ExMedicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
out success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
Superfine.£6 25q6 SO tra No. 1 p lb. ...91® 91
the United States.
ft*
Fancy.6 6<>a6 75 Family
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
resort, of haviug the ball taken out of its socket, in
Extra.7 0ftg7 25 No. 1.7J <8 ft
! to insure an answer.
the hope of thus findiug relief.
on Eagle No.
Family.7
1.6j<® 61
Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endiantt street.Boston,
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
Extra Superior 7 75a8 76 Star.5Id 5}
Mas*
Western extras 7 25q7 60
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHBoston, Jan. 1, 1803
ly
family... 7 37 q# 37 Crane’*.9 (d9j
ARD’S EYE WATER. I had never heard of it beMHO THE LADIES. I he celebrated DR L*
superior 7 60q8 50 Spire*.
A
DIX particularly invites all ladies who need a
Ohio extra.... 7 25 a 7 50 Dufy: (linger Knot 5c,
fore, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms.No.
famil y 8 00 a,# 60
(Iround
8c, Pepdelightful results. lu a very few days the painful
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mass., which they will
Canada superNo.l none.
per and Pimento 12c,
irritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
find ai ranged for their special accommodation!
St Louis Fa v Brands# *610*
Cloves 15c, Cassia 10c,
Dk. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
Southern 111. do do.t*q9
Cassia Puds 20c, Or>walight, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
lVtansco Family 11a 111
rnon 25c, Mace and Xutparticular branch of the treatment of all diseases pe1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
culiar to females, it is now conceded by all (both in
By a Flour........4 q 4) megs 30c p lb.
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
Corn Meal.4|vT 4i Cassia p lb_.46 (®47c
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners iu the safe, speedy and effectual
Iluckw’t Fl'rpib
Clove*.35 a »>
dose, and that isan end of it. 1 would not be withot all female complaints
treatment
Grain.
tiinger, (Race)_30 a,32
out it for any amount of money. 1 take occasion to
His medicine# arc prepared with the oxpress purDuty t'orn and Oat* 10c. Ginger, (Africa). .80 «32
that
wife
used
to
suffer
further,
at
say,
my
of
and
and
severely
Hue
Mace.83 oOO
pose
Harley 15c.
removing all disea-es, such as debility, weakWheat 20c p bit. From Nutmeg*.93 a Of. | times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
ness, unnatural
enlargements of the
Hr. Prorinee*free.
womb, ai*o. all discharge* which flow from a morbid
Pepper. 27 a2s \ she has found Poor Richard’s Eye Water a sovstate of the blood. The Doctor is now Billy
Rve.95 a 1 00 Pimento.23 <825
ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
to treat in his peculiar style, both mcdic&llv and surOats.56 Cat*
Seeds.
South Yol. Corn. .89 6.92 Duty : Linseed 16c p 6u.,
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
gically, all diseases of the female sex, and they arc
Mixed.88
690
Corn.
Canary 91 p 6u., Mus- ! personally received, 1 cannot but commend the preprespectfully invited to call at
Barley.9061 10 tard 3c p lb.
No. 21 Endicott Street, Bouton.
all
who
aration
to
have
been
like
suflVrtrs
Shorts p ton.
myself.
.£23 ($26 Herd*Grass.92) ®3
All letters requiring advice must contain one dolFine Feed.27 &30 Western Clover). Ilea 12
P. 8. HENSON.
lar
to
ensure
an answer.
Red
GrlndutoHea.
Top.93 (ffi 3)
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Boston, Jau. 1. 1)4)3.
Linseed.3 4
eodly
Ikity: Hough—free.
!
Residence
1430
St.,
Poplar
Philadelphia.
ton....
£20a26
Rough, p
4
Dressed .35 a 40
Sngnr.
tryNumeroua certificates ot a similar character

Dr. Boynton's operations and enres on these deli
cate organs hare been most successful, and
many of
them of a remarkable cbaracler. Dr H. having tested the advantages of
Electricity for the past fifteen
years, apon thou-and* of patients in Philadelphia
and other citiee of the Cnited States, is prepared to
tree' all diseases of whatever nature with nnrirolltd
SMceeas
The following are among the diseases whish
Dr. B. ha* been eminently successful in treating
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, diseases of
the throat, uloeratioa, asthma, bronchitis, disease* of
the longs in all their forms, gravel in all its form*
dlseasss of orinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the Brine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia, nicer* of long standing, mercurial scree, tumors, scrofula in all Its form*, cancer,
discasee ef the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids, liver complaint, dyspepsia, diseases of the
kidneys, stone. Be., all
diseases, rarvatares,
hip diseases, sciatica, nearalgia. rheamatism In all tta
forms, deafoest. muscular, contraction, white swelling*. all uterine weaknesses, leucnrrhees. luor albas,
whites. Its. To the above might be added a long Itot
of disease* which Dr B ha* treated with eqnal saccess.
AU FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
tueeeae. care and strict attention
D. B. ha* manv testimonials of Important recoveries under hie treat men t, which can he seen
by calling
on him at his rooms.
hF Dr Boynton, having foil instruction from Dr.
Colton for generating and adminitlering the A-*,
trow* Oxide, or Exkileroting Hat. Is now
ready to
administer this (.as to those who mav wish to inhale
it for the care of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, Ac.
»ovB
dAw Dal

they

«le

@36

erysipelas,

summer.

C. J. BRYDGKS, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

patient*

spins!

THROUGH TICKETS

j

Chicaso, Ciecibbati, ('levelast>, Detroit,
Toledo. 8t. 1‘aul, La Crosse. 8t. Louis,
S«» Urleaes, or any part of tho
WEST, SOUTH OU MOUTH WEST,

To

U5§1

—

9*£l

BT TBS

RAILWAY.

ERIE
Via

Buffalo, Dukeirr,

ard

Niagara

Falls.

2jc

This road b bboad ouaus sod b
New and Spleodid bleeping Cars.

by

W. D.

Cy Yon
office.

|

.10(610J

dawtf

DR. E. G. GOULD'S
RK.si'T FOR THE WEARY.

3}

IPin-'W’orm

Patent

praise

JQ.

granted October, 1882.

K.

F'roh.oclc,

GENERAL AGENT.

—

Ifader United Staten Hotel, Portland*

imposi-

mills desirable mechanical arrangement has now
X been in use a sufficient length of time to shew
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the

they

§20
§19

It

department,

/=>.*■

EYE dr EAR

|

DR. HI OHES’

Mu v 19 lftt.9

Vrtnklin 11,

kiima.

delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS -Dr.
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined his
diseases of
certain
a

ple

IS.

sickening

:

[From lion. Jnsiah II. Drummond ]
|
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.’ and
pleaded with it.
JOS IAII n DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23. 1962
I

am using the
am very much

<

[From Hon. lx>t M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
eheerfullv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M MORRILL.
Augusta. Aug 5. 1*12.

ll‘@

anticipated.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”
cheerfully recommend it to ail who are in need
of such an article; and I believe It to be superior t«
anything of the kind now in use.
Waterviile. April 12. 1962
||»v. E. HAWKS
I

Canary.3]|

do.
Loose.16 ®16
Yellow.... none.
Extra Yellow.none.
Hides and Skins.
ad
ral.
10
Muscovado.
10? all
pc
Duty
d$
do.
in
B. A. Hides.3) q 31
Western.21 a 22 Havana Brown
10? d 1?)
do.
White
Slaughter Hides.. .f4° 7*c
Calfskins .llalS New Orleans.11 a 13*
Calcutta Cow—
LTuslied.14? a 16?
Slaughtered.. .1 9»V®2 10 I.ranulated.14? dlS)
Greou Salt.1856/200 Powdered.Hjvftloj

!

Sheep Delta, Dry 76®! 00, Duty:

|

bond.8$

12J&131

Bhwprelt»,Gr’ii98®#w|

pc, Soap

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed aud DisEyes. Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, w hich, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 26 certs per Bottle.
Tubes d Cents.
11 II. HAY aud W. F.

Tallow.

Tallow 1

Is

eased

MRS. M.G.
novlS d6in

BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch

St., Philadelphia.

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietor* of the following public
houses—
Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Ramror.

MISSOURI I.ANI> TOMPAHY hire parchased from the Hannibal A 8t. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
a«ijoining the flourishing tow n of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers "in shares of #20 each.
Maps, with ftill information, can be had by callingon
EDWARD SVIAW. Agent,

THE

Skowhogan House, Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthrop House. Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterviile.
Litchfield Corner llou«e.
Stoddard House. Farmington.

102 Middlk Strket, Bobtlawd.
dtf

nne

LO*T t

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

Agents.

$20.

between South and India
a Bort-raonnaie confinder will be well
money.
it
at
this
office.
Jan 12—lw*
leaving

Saturday evening,
Middle,
Free
ONstreets,
The
of

!

rewarded by

1

talning

on
a sum

or

can

Revere House. Vassalboro.
Hallowed House. Hallowed.
China House. China.
f ranklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Abbott's School. Farmington.
Fatou Boys’ Boarding School,

Kent's Hill.
InllTdJkwOm

UNDERTAKER,
Eitku,e Street. Portlnnd,
rear of 411 Congress Street,
keeps conon hand all the variotts kind* of

No. Ill
Residence

stantly

COFFINS

Bottom I bought of you ftallr merit* my
expectations, and is t'ullv up to your hign recommen-

..

Portland.
Jail— d A wtfl

FURNISHING

occupying

dations. I would cheerrally recommend it to all who
desire to improve their slcepingapartments.
AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Angusta. April 16.1962.

o

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

The Bed

prepared

HOMESTEADS FOR

K^Send stamp for Circular.

1 have had the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say It far surpasses anything I had
My wift*. trho is feeble, ha*
had no good reet for six months till
one oI
these beds. She would not part with it on any account.
Rxv. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1962.

suppressions,

Poor Richard'* Eye and Far Water

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR J. B HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

one

2jcq3)

might be furnished.

curetf

Mr. D. K Frohock has (Virnished the bed* in
my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
I take pleasure in recommending thi* article a* the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A H ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School. Little Bine, Farmington.

Castile.16]<al71

Gunpowder.
Duty: Melado2c,notynbore
Ikity Valued at let* than Xo. 12 2)c, above Xo 12
2»*c p lb 6c, over 20c 6c
andnotaborelb 3c,above
Xo. 15 and not above 20
p lb and 20 pc ad ral
Blasting.£4B$ 5 31c. above Xo. 20 and reRifle and Sporting. 5) q 7f| fined 4e p lb.
Portland A.9?®
Nay.
press’d P net T.£14 ®16
do.
A A.10).®
i

by

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Dk N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterviile. May, 1961.

j

Hughe* has
attention to
clast. During his practice be
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instaaee
has he met with a tail ore
The remedies are mild,
and there It no Interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning anti) 10 at night, at hi* office, 6 Temstreet. Charge* moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all case*.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ilia remedies cure disease
when all other remedic* fell: cure# without dieting
or restriction in the habits of the patient: cure* without the disgusting and
effect* of most other
remedies: cures new case* in a few hours: cure* without the dread fill consequent effect* of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poi*ouoas taint
that th# blood is sure to absorb, unices the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be eaosed by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in veuth,
the effects of which are pain and dixiines* in tbo
bead, forgetfhlnes*. sometimes a ringing in the eara,
weak eye*, etc., terminating in consumption or in'f B**Iect4d’ *r® H*«*lUy and permanently
a

j

I

Infirmary.

Established far the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

We have introduced several of the Justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin * son.

...

tion it has established in the last two years, and the
fhet that it is test superseding all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.
19 It afnrds HF.LtEF in twenty-fbssr htmrs, and
oh entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Symp is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be always used when phvsic is repaired,
especially
far children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is purely rf Vegetable
Extracts, and always safe and reliable.
Sold in New York by Hall t Rcrhel.21?Greenwich street; in Boston by Geo.
Goodwhi k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by H. H. HAY and all the princideed 8m
pal Druggists.

Eclectic Medical

Commercial House PortlamJ. June 16. 1882.
Having iilMdtMd the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom'' into bit house, alter trial. I pronounce it to be
au easv ami healthy bed.
I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
if
not
better
than
the best.
fully equal
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

..

^Pt..f7X®

|

TESTIMONIAL*:

WATER!

—

...

\

more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all other* la
the Spring Bed
embracing a little more
of their exeelrencfe*. and yet
happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself Into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who Huger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

promptly

_

Syrup

Is the first and only>emedv mr offered to tba public for (be effectual removal of the A near kirn, or FtnWorms, from the human system. The high reputa-

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

•*

20O§225
round.600§660

ran save

LITTLE, Aoebt,
Ofier SI Kxrknnfe Street.
money by seenrtag tickets at this

Jane 23.

quiet

*'

with

fyTickete sold In Portland at lowest Boston rata

St

..

provided

ABO OVPICB

It®. 309 Coagreaa Street, Portias*, Me.
W here he will treat ail classes of Diseases
of Electricity and the most
jB^C? by application
approved remedies.

November l»t, lWS, to May at. 1M8. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No Are wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st.
1862. and May 1st, 1863
An advance In the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, whieh
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take lire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for Are wood
to be carried on the railwav during the next season,
will do so at their own
they must understand that
ri-k, and that the Company will not feci themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rate* of freight, and
from what stations Are wood can be carried next

(linger

HALL L. DAVIS.

Phillips.

Notice to Wood nnd Lumber Merchants.

Their eflV cts and consequences;

«7

N. B —LADIES deairing mar conealt one of their
A indy of experience in conetnnt attendjnlldawtfS

own ex.
“e*

GRANS TRUNK RAILWAY.

SPECIAL AILMF NTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affect io s; Eruption* and all Diseases of
the Skin ; Ulcers of the Nose, t hroat and Body ; Pimpies on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervous-

DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

DR.

Electropathic Physician and Surgeon.

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

**

*

their evnecia) accommodation.
Dr. H.'p Eclectic Renovating Medicine are nnrtiulled in eflicac, and superior virtue In
regulating all
Female Irregularities Their action ip specific and
certain of producing relief in n •bort lime
LADIKh will find it invaluable in ail raaeofob•traction, after all other remedim have been tried hi
vain
H ie purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the lenat injurioup to the health, and mny be taken
with perfect aafet, at ail time.
Sent to an, part of the
eountr, with full direetkiBa,
by ad dreeing
DR. HUGHES.
No. i Temple Street, comer af Middle, Portland.

Passengers tor this route will take the cars at the
Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portlam! Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON.
Sup’t.

more effectually and permaany other
nently, with less restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with Hale and pleasant medicines.

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.

Infirmary.
thFTadies.

HUGHES particular', invite, all Ladioa who
need a medical advleer, to rail at hi, roonu. No.
8 Temple Street, which the, will And arranged for

Portland,

physician,

The Great Indian

to

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

and

Drat
* and

Eclectic Medical

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Can too, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tncsdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kiugfield, on Wednesdays and Saturday*. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stage* leave Farmington dally, for Strong, Avon

con oi

a

XT State Agent for DAVIS A KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES
eodAwtoetl

SC9|ltnuD8

UTMAKE D.VA* TRIAL OF THIS WISE
For sale by Druggist* and all first class dealers.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vineyard—Passaic. New.Jersey.
OrrtCE—206 Broadway, New York.*
JOHN I.A FOY. Paria,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold in Portland by H. H. HA Y, Druggist. Supplydec22 dly
ing Agent.
WILL BE FORFEITED BY DR. L
f\ I Dl X if failing to cure in less time than

[Copyright secured.]

articles niuallr kept is
Paint etabllabmcnt.

□9HHD On and after Monday, May 6. 1862,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.16 A M
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

each bottle.

dec 10 codfcw6m26

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
And nil other

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

WE REFER TO

r umi iMr-r-n, imnuc, a.*.,

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

few well known geutlemeu and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
ben. Winfield Scott,USA. Dr. Wilson. 11th st.. NY.
bov Morgan, NY .State. Dt^ Ward. Newark, N.J.
Dr.J.K.Chilton, N.Y.City. Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N\ Y. City.
N.J.
Drs.DarcySc NichoIl.New- Dr Marty, New York,
I Dr. I’aist, Philadelphia,
ark, N.J.
or n one genuine without the signature of “AL-

saiuum

AND FANCY GOODS.
APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRCMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, ,tr.

Madison. Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
nov is
dan carpenter, sup’t.

imparting

complexion.

Whose Hair

Sago 14c, Fpsom Salts. Ihity: CmMc, FTrau0Af2c,
Assorted 8c p lb.
Liquorrce Root, Bi-t'arb
Soda, Caustic Soda lc;
.iwjii iu
Oil
60c
\ntnl Store*.
Castor
p gal..
fhity Turpentine, Rosin,
um 60c
ctrtC'oppcrat Pitch, Tar20\>cadval.,
S. Turpentine 15c f*gal.
Uh' pcwt.. Muriatic Acid 10 Pc ad ral.. Spong- Tar (foreign )p bbl.*13*14
es.
Assaftttida. Isin- MtchlCoal Tar) «4% 44
glass, Flor Sulphur,Sen- It •--in.18 *20
na, Arrowr/tot, <iin*mg Turpentine Pgal. 2 8562 90
On kuna.
20 |»c. Bleaching rowtiers 30c P cwt., Sage Duty: Free.
60c p cwt., Sal Soda anti American.8l@ 94
Sods Ash *c ** lb, (Yud* oil.
Brimstone 83 and Bdl Duty: Sperm, Whale and
do. 86 P ton, Alcohol40c other risk Oils of foreign fisheries 20 pc ad
4* ffol.
Alum4* lb.4 ® 6c red., Linseed, Hempseed
Aloes.30 (A 31 and Rasieseed23c p gal.,
Olive 23c,
Arrow Root. 17 @40
Salad 60c,
Borax. 30 (tf32
Palm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c
Brimstoue•troll).. 41@ 6
p gal.

WINE

Pure Drugs,

GENUINE MEDICINES,

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton, Bon
ny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, NewtkM. Parr-onsfi'eld, Effingham,Freedom,

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the iuiceof the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in Sew Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians •*> possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all w eak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
Infirm, improving the appetite, and benefiting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,

Chemicals,

mist, nisei am aibicax pirribt,

Ac., Ac,

It imparts a healthy action of the (• lands, Kidneys,
aud Urinary Organs, very beueficial in Dropey.bout
and Rheumatic Affections.

Rendering It soft, .|]ky and glossy. and deposing it to
remain in any desired posit ion ; quic lv rlean«ing the
sea ip, arresting the fell and imparting a healthy and

Magnesia

•*

CASEY'S U. S\ TACTICSj

novl8

Falls, Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, (onway, Denmark. Lovell, Bridgton,

DIURETIC,

25^8

NEW ED

Fine

Superintendent.

orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 A M. and
3.30 P. M.
Leave Portland fur Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
2.00 and 5.15 P. M
The 2.00 P. M. irain ont. and tha 9.15 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
paa.enrer
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saocarappa dailv for South Windham. Windham Centre ami Great Palls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish,
Steep

use me

SAMBUCI MINE,

do.ft|a

New Works !

and

-PU LIB IS-

On and after Monday, November 10,
will leave as follows, antll further

QjjBBnE)

Hoops.828

Soda.6}

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

Stares leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wiacasset, Dainariscotta, Waldo boro', Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of«train fromPortland.
B. H CUSHMAN.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

natural color

y,

Farmiugtou
Leave Portland for Bath and
Angu.la at 1.00 P M.,
connecting with the
AndroKoggin train, at Brunawick Tor Lewlaton, Uvermore
Fall.. Wilton and Farmington ; and at Augu.t. win, the Somerwi * Ken-

York A CumtM'rland Railroad.

No 1 2 a
ext. Pine 3j a 4
Lat hs, Spruce..
1 20® 1 26
do. Pine.1 25® 2 00
Red Oak Staves
30 a36
Mol. Hhd. Shook*
k Heads,city. .276:2287
Sugar do. city. 275a287
do. do. c’try.125® 160
CreenCo’v sa’d 1 100® 1 2(3
[Country Riff Mol.
Hhd. Shooks.. 1 36® 1 60
Slash.126fa 160
fa. 30

II ,v

Augu.t. f..r Jtaih, Portland and Botdon, at 10.46 A.
M., conni'cnng at tiruii.wick with the
AndroKoggin
Railroad lor LcwUtuu. Livermore
Falla, Wilton and

Duty

do.
do.

H.

On and after Wednudar, Nov. 19th,
13**2. pa.M‘uger train, willleave a. fol-

-tag;

Per*on» anil Inealbh

Augusta, Nor. 16, 1862.

Camphor30c, Refined do.
40c, Tartaric Acid 2».*r, Hackmetack TimCream Tartar, Citric
ber, p tun.10® 16
Moln .*«•••
Acid, Shellac, ('opal. Da6c p gal.
mac and tiums used for Duty
like purjtoses 10c. Aloes, Cien fagot.35® 86
Chlorate
Trinidad.86
oj
fa 36
Verdigris,
Cubaclaved. 30 a31
Potash, Curb.
do. tart. 27a28
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow do.
do. (Muscovado 32 ®33
Prussiate Potash and
Red do. 10c, Liauorice New Orleans.
and
Portland
Oxalic Acid
Sugar
Syrup, lihds. 26
do.
bids. 29
Of Lead 4c. Asphaltuni
Nall..
and Bi-Chro. Potash &r,

Bi-Oarb.

H.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

OF Choiop Oporto Grapfi)
For Female*,

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLANDK.R.

PURE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

Manager

..

pbbl.

SPEER'S

RAILROADS.

MEDICAL._

_

bnilhrr.
30 pc ad rat.
New York, light 29 fa31c
do.
md.
wta...31 fa32
''(*•12
Country.10p®ll do. iieavy.31 ®32
do.
slaughter. 3.3 fa87
('•a I—(Befall.)
Ihtty From Ur. Prorinc• Amer. Calfrkins .80 fa 90
es free, otherforeign Hi- Sl'ter Wax Leath.19 fa 20
brad.
tumenous Si 10, all other kinds 60c P ton.
Duty: Pig 14c p lb.
Cumberl d p ton. 810 J®11 Am. lMg p 100 Id.Sol'S) 10
Whitehall.10®
Foreign Pig.9J® 10
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 fall$
Lehigh.10®
bimr.
Franklin. 10®
Dutu 10 Pc Or/ vat.
Caflre.
cask.. .68 @76c
lb.
Rockland,
6c
P
Duty
linnabrr—From yard.
Java p tb .35 (®86e
St. Domingo.30 ®81 Clear Pine, No. 1.838 ’fa
do.
No.2 34 fa
Hio .32 ® 33
do.
No.3 24 ;fa
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4 .14 (fa
Cardage.
ManilLumber
17 fal8
Shipping
Ihtty: Tarrn12\c,
la 2L all other 34 P lb Spruce.11 fa 12
*4 fll4J Hemlock.8 fa 10
American p lb
Kutwia Uemp.16)«17 Box $h’ks,(ca*h) 46 fa56c
Manilla.15 a 16 j Clapb’ds, S ext .814 u 16
do.
P
30 a 32
Bolt rope. Uuwtia 164® 17]
Manilla 15} «16] Shingles, Ced. ext 2ffa 3
do.
"

•180®18f

MEDICAL.

Hard, retail.*8 %

(icruiaii Steel.... 14 fa 10
Bean*.
Marrow p buehS2 37 a2«i Knglish|Blis.Steel. 16 ® 17
fa 10
Pea.2 02 a 2 87
Blue Pod.2 37®2G14 Sheet Iron,
.61fa 6j
Sheet Iron,Russia.17 fal8
Candle*.
Duty Sperm and IVax 8c. do Run uu’t. 13 (®14
bard.
Stearine be, Tallow 2jc
Barrel, p lb.. .lOifall
P tb.
Mould p lb.18*c@14 Kegs, (> lb.lO’&llc
Cherae.
Ihtty 4c p lb.
Vermont p lb... .11

.4J<g6

professedly

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,
118

Pot.7}® 8j

Green

oc

tmiy

First Sort, 1862

"

7|

principle, thoroughly made,
materials, and are perfectly accurate and

—

chanuist not imported direct from the place <\fproduction. or growth.
A *kr«.
Duty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.7*@ 8j

21.

llopx.

L.

correct in

With

tui riu r-

Soft,

3}«3j

FAIRBANKS'

of the bat
durable in

pc

duty >J

Jauuary

*•

the healthiest

jA"*. m

the habits ol the unclean

animal called

pleas-

CENTRAL HOUSE,

GENERAL STUART.

eral

or

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19, 1862.
dtt

a

It is astonishing how accurate, how minute,
bow indefatigable are the fetcliers and carriers
of information who volunteer their gratuitous
services to the chiefs of the Confederate army.
Nor could it easily lie credited, save by those
on the spot who have constant opportunities
of observation, what enthusiasm attaches to
each of the great captains who have made
their names household words throughout each
county of the vast Slate of Virginia. Each
General has his warm admirers, gained by
such
opportunities of Intercourse as have
brought individuals within the said General's
orbit: hut it is safe to say that in the race for
popularity the foremost places are held by
General “Stonewall'' Jackson and General J.
E. B. Stuart. Each lias attached to him the
prestige of entire absence of failure. 11 n'y a
rien
<ftii reueeit aulant gue le sucre*. But
while in the Shenandoah Valley the achievements of General Jackson have aroused towards him a generous feeling of gratitude for
danger averted ami prosperity preserved, it Is
doubtful whether cast ol the Blue Kidge the
29 years of General Stuart, added to that indefatigable energy which tenches him, after lie
has ridden 60 miles during the day, to regard
it as his highest happiness to ride a dozen
more miles at night, “to tread but one measure” in a Virginian country-house, do not incline tile scale, especially if the balance be adjusted by fair hands, in favour of the younger
ueuerai.
nere nave oeen many r.ngiisii olllcers, particularly ill the East Indian service,
whose endurance in the saddle has been regarded as unequalled, but I doubt whether any
Englishman ever exhibited such superiority to
bodily fatigue a* is almost nightly evinced by
the gay cavalier who knows every hospitable
roof w ithin a dozen mileR of his headquarters
(and what rool is not hospitable ?), and, accompanied by his banjoplayer, visits them by turns
night after night, returning usually to his hardearned rest long alter the midnight hour has
flown. With the earliest dawn of morning,
the first voice, calling gaily for breakfast, is
that of the midnight merrymaker, who rises
the picture of health, good-humour, and
strength. It may la* noticed e« ptiMtanl that
to the circumstance that he has never touched
tohaccn in any form.or any wine or other liquor, General Stuart attributes much ol his health
aqd vigour. Certainly so jovial and merry a
company as is assembled at General Stuart's
head-quarters it has never l>een tny fortune to
see paralleled In either the Federal or the Confederate camps.
Finally, we add from a review of Dr. Russell’s Diary hi the London Athenaeum, a gen-

he holds out to those whose busiue**
call them to the "Forest City.”

ments

corresponletter purto have been written at Fredericks
the 20th November, occurs the follow-

porting
burg on
ing delineation

HOUSE.”

Fg^rmt Ti!K
undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above

special
In

HOUSE,

Harotbb Stmckt.Bobtov.
Formerly Manainn Howe—conducted ofi
the European plan. The subacribcr has
e above
House, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
dec27
A. 1\ MORRISON, Proprietor.
181

Xn

dent of the London Times.

to

dBLACKSTONE

iu

tenta rm

Cement.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

though his conversation
all puritanical cant, it is

•

2_dtf
MO NTHEAL

impious

An additional

for the Press to

Sperm.32 ®35

fast

and

considerably.

STONEWALL

LINE.

and

The

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Kxprcssly corrected

9c|
6 !

Twine,
Hough.6J(&
buty 85 4>c ad rat.
Ten-.
Cotton Sail.95e(iE100
Max
.50 il 55
Duty 20C P lb.
Hyson.75c %*1 ;
Haloing.*.. .f.0<x&6
-46 ^ 60
Young Hyson-75 pj 1 Hemp "
Oolong .67 «so India. 25^33
Varaiih.
Souchoug.50 %55
Tobncra.
Furniture.92 @ 8
Duty: Leave* unmanu ac- Coach.3j o) 6
tured 25, all other kind a Dainar.34><£ 4
35 |>c o/l val.
Wool.
5'*k 10's beat br’da.70 %75c buty
('outin;7 18c 4P1 lb
do.
medium. 66
and under 6 i)c, ot»er 18c
do.
common. GO a62
to 24c V lb 3c, over 24c
hall Iba beat br’da 78 %60
8c *» lb.
do. med. good 66 a70 Fleece.45 '®55c
do. common.. .60 a 62 Lamb*.46 afy3
Natural Leaf. IbH *1 » lj
Zinc,
It a 2 buty
!n htock* or nia$
Fancy, in Foil
Tin.
ib,
ljc, in nheetn 2c
Plate*
25
16c,
manufacture!
Duty Piff
0/ 30 4pc
a<i rat.
pc ad ral.
Ilanca, ca-h.43c<g 44 Pig* and *lab».5j(8) 64
Straitfc, cash.40 a 42 Sheet !Loa*lmaun. 11JS12
Plates-Char. I.C *121% 13 Sheathing.90 (jig
"
do.
I.X
15 u 16
Kxchangr.
Coke.llj(a,12 London—OOu. 1 62J 168
VVo«m1.
Pari*../ 8 30a3 40

Spring.9
Engl.

STEAMBOATS.
SEMI-WEEKLY

Stock 10 Pc ad val.
American refined .SI®

THE MARKETS.

AND

Now in
I

I

CA8KXTI,
Use,

And will make o order anything of this kind that
miv be ordereo, «t short notice, from the
cheapest to
the VBET IBST
By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufeeturing. lining and trimming
of the above. I can fernish them cheaper than aay
one else
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug 6. IMS.

At a Count or Puoeatk held at Portland, within
and for the County of ('uml>vr!aiKl. on the first
Tuesday of January. In the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and slxtv-fhrre.
TEWKSBURY. Executor of the laat
Will and Testament of John Cower, late of
Portland in said Count*. deceased, ha* ing presented
hi* first account of admiuistratiou of said estate for

JONATHAN

probate:

It teas Ordered. That the said Executor give notice to all persons Interested, by causing notice to be
successively in the Maine
published three weeks
State Press, printed at Portland, that they ma* apto be held at said Portland,
pear at a Probate Court
on the first Tuesday of February next, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
the* have, why the same should not be allowed
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy, attest.
30 w8w
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

